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Special Examiner.
Washington. OM. 25. The
has
comptroller of currency
been called upon by the department of juU'.ce to Htnd
a special examiner to Pittsburg to make an investigation
of the Enterprise
national
bank of Allegheny.
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OF STRIKERS

Strength end Scope of Sochi Dcmoeretic Movement Amaze
Authorities.

Agrarians Also Active.

Will Organiie Ntw Church.
Rev. William Jacobs, pastor of the Bloody Collisions in Various Parts of Empire and OovcrnmeM Unable to Tramport
Lutheran church at Raton, New MexTroops Owing to Disaffection of Railway Men.
ico, intends, in a few days to organize

m

District Held Up By
Five Men

25, 1005.

NO. 311

Sisty Killed.
Oct, 23. A dUpatch
from Santiago, Chile, today
says thiut three thousand
troops arrived there lust night
and that order is being restored. The troops are still
patrolling the streets. Probably sixty people were killed
and 20 wounded during the recent rioting.
London,

Bins hot
OATH
INVOLVED

fcry Obligation of Central
To Enterprise Bxnk Fully Secured.

To Organiie Caglea.
movement Is on foot In the city
o organize a lodge of Eagles. This
strotig order has spread with a ra- Idity that does credit to its suggeslive name, during the past few years
and Is now one of the strongest In
t
the country. It Is an excellent
and fraternal order and num
bers among Its membership some of
the best men of the country. The
recent convention In Denver was one
of the most notable ever held in that
city. The territorial organiser Is expected here from Roswell within a
few days, when the plans for the In
stallment of the lodge wla be carried
out.
A

Cutherun congregations at this place
St. Petersburg, Oct. 25. Over half n solutions adopted. Count Wltte re- and at Santa Fe if be meets with
In the grip of cdved a deputation with resolutions
proper encourageent, there being a of European Russia Is
bluntues
nun and the and with characteristic
railroad
the
striking
Reports Crowly ExajcraU4 for Political
large number of Lutheran residents
would
some
Plucky Owner Defies Revolver of Outlaw in both
told
of
the
demands
them
iu
to
continues
strike
rapidly
spread
cities. Both towns formerEffect by Papers Opposed to the
1
Leader. Pursues Him to Car and Eigranted, while others were out of
ly had Lutheran churches. At present all directions. The roads In the Volga
conRepublican Organization in
there are only
leen Hit Capturr, Others Drop
three iLutheran region are at a standstill today and the question. The demand for
count
the
stituent
said,
In
is
a
the
strike
declared
assembly,
general
churches in the territory, at Raton,
Pennsylvania.
Plunder and E'cae
could not be realized, nor could uniAlbuquerque and Belen, and all of two remaining lines running out of
them are German congregations. Mr. St. Petersburg. Before tomorrow the versal suffrage be admitted, as all
Is expected
to be cut off tb people were not prepared for the
Special to The Optic.
New York, Oct. 23. In broad day- Jacobs formerly had charge of the capital
world
from
the
outside
by way of the franchise. He warned the deputation
Lutheran church at Trinidad, Colo.,
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 25. It Is certain
a
store
light yesterday afternoon,
a continuation of the strike could
that
will
Involve
continent.
This
also
the
that
in
any obligations of Delegate Wm.
his
with
connection
Raton
church,
within a short dint a nee of Broadway's
of postal communication. only result In bloodshed.
H. Andrews, Francis Torrance and
suspension
but
the
was
Trinidad
church
recently
most frequented district, was robbed
The league of leaguers has seized the
Arthur Kennedy, arising out of the
with a pastor of its own.
by five men. who' held up the pro- supplied
to come to the support of
Ekaterlnoslaf. Russia. Oct. 23. Two
connection of the Santa Fe Central
opportunity
prietor and clerks at point of pistols.
the railroad men and has adopted a bloody conflicts occurred here today
with the Enterprise National bank
In the subsequent pursuit of the robresolution in favor of a general strike between troops and demonstrators.
will be promptly paid. The amount
SHINE
IN
TO
BAD
ARGUELLO
FOR
bers, a panic was caused among the
of all professions. The telegraph oper The first took place
of money loaned by tae bank to the
opposite the
Wm.
matinee crowds.
Brackett is
WORLD ators are joining the movement and municipal buildings and the second
THEATRICAL
railroad company has been greatly
one of the alleged robbers. His acit Is feared all communication bo near the Pushkin monument. Numexaggerated and ample securities
Twice a murderer, David Argulllo have been
complices escaped. They are thought
tween the interior points will be ob- bers were killed or wounded In both
dcjioaited to cover the
Jo be members of a western band. A Los Angeles special says: "Scot- literated. Factories In affected dis Instances by volleys fired by the sol- is safely behind the bars of the Col- amount. It does not appear that An
The robbers entered the store of Abratricts have been forced to shut down diers. The demonstrators near the fax county jail In Raton with indica drews had any direct connection wltn
ham Fox on Seventh avenue and cov- ty" has abandoned the idea of tear- for lack of fuel and Moscow,
especiacross
municipal building refused to dis- tions that he will pay the penalty of the securing of the loans, though, un- ing
country on a wild ride for
ering Fox and bis clerks proceeded records
doubtedly, some of the money from
and glory and has decided to ally, faces not only food but. a water perse when ordered and erected barri- his double crime with his own life.
to gather up a quantity of clothing
the bank went to his road. The Intersocial
famine.
The
democrats
believe
cades.
achieve fame in another field that of
and backed out of the store. As they
While resisting arrest on Johnson est of the depositors Is
have the government at
that
.
they
theatricals.
retreated, Fox made a, lunge at Brackmesa, eighteen miles east of Raton, and not one will lose a cent.
Special Meeting.
The Death Valley mystery yester- their mercy since the railroads stopA
ett, in the attempt to grasp his pistol.
25.
Your correspondent has Investigat
special
Oct.
and
the
are
authorities
powerSt Petersburg,
contracts by which he ped,
Thursday, Argulllo Bhot and killed
Brackett struck him in the face. Fox day signs
minisof
ed
committee
the matter with those who are on
the
of
Is
less
to
all
This
meeting
transport troops.
Francisco Garcia, deputy sheriff.
followed his man, and when Brackett binds himself to invest $100,000 in a the more serious as
the
inside and finds that the papers
this afternoon under
took
collisions
ters
place
bloody
theatrical
venture
with
as
The murderer was working with a
"Scotty"
conto
jumped on a passing car, Fox again the
Wltte
of
Count
opposed to the Pennsylva
politically
been
at
have
vari
the presidency
already
reported
"angel" and leading man.
thrashing crew when Garcia ap- nia republican organization have been ' '
attacked him. Finally a policeman
M. Manu-khlsituation.
strike
ous
a
and
the
sider
dangerous agrarian
places
Charles A
the playwright,
proached and attempted his arrest "roasting" Andrews and his asso
appeared and Brackett was arrested. is to write an .Taylor,
minister of Justice, who went
movement has already broken out In
extravaganza,
depicting
pulled a gun and shot Garcia elates for
Argulllo
afIn
crowd
the
Ho
The others escaped
political effect. The sit
the strenuous scene of the Funeral the government of Samara. . The to Peterhof this morning to report
in the head and once In
once
twice,
ter dropping most of the plunder.
such
Is
return
uation
that in any event the.
not
by
could
demo
social
the
emperor,
mountain magnate in his varied and strength displayed by the
the body, causing almost instant
must
back Andrews and
in
In
a
organization
carriage
lurid career, including nfs mad flight crats has amazed the authorities, who train and drove back
death. The thrashing crew Immedi- make sure that his interests do not
at
the
rain
be
to
present
were taken by surprise.
a drenching
ately disarmed bim and held him suffer as a result of the attacks of
SHALAM PROPERTY SOLD across the continent recently.
Rol King, who has kept "Scotty"
meeting. The emperor is cut off from- prisoner until Sheriff Marlon Littrell bis
".
enemies.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 25. A number railroad communication with the capl- arrived from Raton and placed him
out of trouble during his public
and tipon of meetings were held last night and ,tal.
under arrest.
Descrepancy Reported.
The Shalam Colony property west whom the performances,
eccentric multimillionaire
The crime for which Arguillo's ar
Pittsburg. Oct. 25. At a late hour
has
Dona
Ana
county,
of Dona Ana,
rest was sought was the cold blooded last night it was learned that Bank
spendthrift depends for advice upon
CLUBMAN KILLED
been sold by the Brown Realty com- all occasions, will continue to look af FIRST DAMAGE SUIT
murder of Mrs. Celia Dassart at Bow- - Examiner John B. Cunningham; while
pany of Las Cruces, to several local ter
s
accompany
interests,
scotty
BY LOCOMOTIVE en, Colo., In July, 1903. Mrs. Dassart making an examination of the Bank of
FROM IROQUOIS FIRE
and a number of eastern capitalists. him on
and
tour
this
the
of
was nineteen years of age. She had
country,
Pittsburg, found a descrepancv
The purchase price Is said to have watch the box office with a
eye.
lynx
only been married a short time and tween 'the 'reports made rto Compbeen $100,000. It is stated that from
was residing' with her husband at troller of Currency Rldgeley , by the
isoo.ooo to ti.ww.voo.r trill .be iPSil
TJhlcagoT Oct. 25Tns first damage 'Philadelphia, Oct.; 25. Losing bis Bowen.
Argulllo. who was also mar Bank of Pittsburg, and the Enterprise
on' me property iq- - rapue wkt
suit against the proprietors of the Iro- balance as he was about to board a
to
$10,000
day:
infatuated
with Mrs National Bank of Allegheny, which led
gets
begin
became
Taylor
ried,
the
in
sanitariums
; one of the finest
work. bujT pen. Ink and writing ma quois theater, which was ourned De- westbound train which was approach Dassart and he became so anuoying to to the
world. Ample means are said td be at
closing of the latter Institu
tennis, and King Is custodian for cember 30, 1903, will be commenced Ing the
her that she finally told Mrs. Argulllo. tion.
of
station
street
'A
hand to carry out the project.
tomorrow morning in the United
When the latter spoke to her hus
General
Hoyt has
This is a well located .tract which Scotty" of the balance to be paid States circuit court before Judge
. the Pennsylvania
Acting
B.
Attorney
road
yesterday,
intervals
about
and
band
it
he
became
Atangry
District
United
8tates
directed
was formerly the home of a sect ot out at the ,
Edna S. Hunt, who was badly in- Frank Clyde, vice president of the
when the original advance terms run
altercation Mrs. Argulllo torney J. M. Denkle to make an Inthe
during
religious people wnicn had particular out. '
jured in the fire, has brought suit for William P. Clyde Steamship company struck her husband on the head with
customs and ways oi its own. These
vestigation Into the affairs of the En$25,000 against the theater company and a millionaire clubman, was
The
center
will
about
bowl.
a
"Scotty,"
play
drag
and
a
sugar
installed
plant
pumping
terprise National bank with a view to
people
and the George A. Fuller Construction
A short time later Argulllo went criminal proceedings if the evidence
reservoir which was washed away in of course. He will appear before the company, which erected the building. ged under the wheels of the locomo
the big flood of two years ago. There public in all his glory, exhibiting his Two weeks have been occupied in se- tive and instantly killed. His body to the home of Mrs. Dassart and fired warrant such a course.
is a good orcuard and vineyard on the slouch hat, red necktie and unkempt curing a jury. It was completed late was terribly mangled and his face three shots, one bullet entering her Mr. Hoyt's order means that all
was crushed beyond recognition, iden heart, causing Instant death. Several
land and several wells, from which an head as the leading attractions.
papers and other evidence in the posThat "Scotty" isjproud of his dls this afternoon, and Attorney entries tification being made by means of a parties heard the Bhots but before session of Bank Examiner Cunningabundant supply of water carf be
statethe
8.
made
opening
Spencer
ti net Ion goes without saying. That
tailor's label on the clothes hearing they could Investigate the murderer ham will be turned over at once to
;
developed.
,
He declared to Mr.
his craning, is not for filthy gold, but ment for the plaintiff.
V
Clyde's name.
had taken to the hills and escaped.
United States District Attorney Denkle
. the jury that he would show by evi
t.i or me. ill
"!
While
his
was
ih
uiho
extrica
A brother of the murdered woman and that from now on the legal reprebody
being
acnnowiengea
iimeugni,
ordinances
the
dence
that
building
ted from the forward. trucks of the organized a posse and started In pur sentatives of the federal government
HARRIMAN BE- by him. He has all his heart desires were
grossly violated , by the theater car under which it had been
except more glory.y To "Scotty" glory
f
wedged. suit with the avowed Intention of will have charge of the case.
he
There
was,
declared, Mrs.
HIND SCHEDULE is all that is to be had, and he has proprietors.
unaware
of
end lynching the murderer If caught.
the
Clyde,
tragic
has not yet
would show, no flue pipe In the
he
Rldgeley
Comptroller
the coin which made California fam- roof over the stage; that the exits ing of her husband's life, passed the Garcia was well acquainted with arrived in the city, but is expected
ous
in sufficient quantities to gratify were
train
23.
The
special
Omaha, Oct
not properly marked; that there sceneto of the accident on a train com Argulllo and he was given a special soon.
this city from Bryn Mawr, a deputy's commission by Sheriff Dick
with E. H. Harrtman and party ar- the whim. Hence the venture.
was no automatic sprinkler, and that Ing
Mr. Clyde met his Davis to hound down the murderer,
"Scotty" will not be the only moon- the appliances for extinguishing fire suburb, where
rived here from the west at 9:26 a, m.
Old Employes Fired.
death.
on whom there was a reward of $300.
today, one hour hfehind schedule stone on the beach, however. Death were grossly inadequate.
Pittsburg, Oct. 25. A new force of
Mr. Clyde maintained a city resi
time. After changing engines and Valley, Slim, a desert mine, and
employes was at work today with the
Attorney Spencer announced that
Pat Stapleton, who for many years books of the Enterprise National
switching to the tracks of the North- "Scotty's" beast of burden in all the his first witness will be ti.e plaintiff, dence, but spent much of his time at
western, the train left at 9:45 a. m. expeditions of gold carrying from the Miss Hunt. She was with a party ot his country home, where he had an has been employed by the Lantrys at bank. All the old employes except
It is stated no attempt would be made well of inexhaustible wealth some- six young women In the gallery. When extensive farm. He was
Watrous, was brought down to the the bank messengers were notified by
at fast running from here to Chicago. where in the Sierras to Barstow, will the flames burst out she ran toward years of age and was married only city today by Dr. Jas. A. Rolls and Receiver Cunningham that their seras loudly as does "Scotty" the exit through which she had enter three months ago to Mrs. Bloomfteld sent to St, Anthony's sanitarium for vices were no longer needed. No reaForty hours were, consumed In the
turn before the' footlights. ed the theater. She was knocked Mcllvane. He was well known in treatment.
his
Omaha.
to
during
Francisco
son was "given for the change.
run from San
t.
and
and
chit)
business,
bruised
circles,
and
burn
society
down, trampled on,
ed, and finally escaped with her life. was a member of the Union League,
Two of her companions were burned Rlttenhouse, Radnor Hunt, Country
Merlon Cricket and University clubs
to death and the others escaped.
and a director of the Central National
company.
WHOLESALE STEALER OF
William P. Clyde, his brother, will
HORSES RECAPTURED
arrive today in New York on the
more than 150,000 policy holders in
Little Rock, Ark., Oct. 25. Today, the party will return to Memphis,
Oceanic from Liverpool.
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 23. State
Medora, N. D., Oct. 25. Otto Chen-e- l steamship
the
of
Texas.
The
organtza
purpooe
announCommissioner Clay
the last but one of President Roose-veil'- s from which point, according to present,
worth, who, it Is alleged, stole $40,'
tion is that the policy holders may
the president, his secO
F.
Huldeholders'
Russell
C.
and son,
Supt. Chas.
ced yesterday that the policy
trips through the south, was arrangements,
have voice in the selection of trustees 000 worth of horses from A.
and
General Rlxey,
retary
surgeon,
Ilfeld
Blood
foui
Louis
and
afterwards
and
1901
spent
escaped
union I to be organized in Texas at and directors of the companies, that keper in
spent for the most part In this city. will
to New Orleans, the reproceed
between
at
hours
lakes
the
in
Wyo
been
yesterday
has
from
captured
jail,
a meeting to be held in Dallas. No- their interests may le better proand Springer anrl The president's train arrived here mainder of the party returning diming. Sheriff Reld left today with a Wagon Mound
vember 13. It is estimated there are tected.
130 ducks early this morning and the round of rectly to Washington. It Is the presirequisition for Chenel worth's return brought home with them
return to WashingThe gentlemen were busy, a part of festivities Rnd speech making will oc- dent's intention
the amount was available for Imme- to this state.
ton
on
four
when
his
time
until
o'clock
a
birds
cupy
ACTUARY AGAIN
warship.
the
among
today distributing
diate division. The other companies
their friends. Mr. Russell proved th
Wedded.
Three
Couples
a
'on
different
th;
InierpretaMon
ON STAND put
crack shot of the party, bringing down
The Polly Primrose company arrivThe storm of yesterday mornln
In regard to "deferred diviword.
Three marriages were celebrated more than half of the lot.
ed this afternoon a day ahead of time brought six Inches of snow to tho
dends" lie said sometituse these were this morning fit tne church of Our
a legal liability on sometimes not.
and will enjoy that rare luxury, a Glorleta mountain country and extendLady of Sorrows at 8 a. ni. by Rev.
New York, Oct. 23. Emory McClln-tock- ,
week-daevening of rest tonight. The ed as a rain for a long distance south.
Margarlto
Father Paul Oilbprton.
was
Mutual
of
the
comes with the most flat- The storm appears to have been a
Life,
in
was
united
company
actuary
marriage
Domlngues
AEETING CALLED to
RATE
of the press and Lfls weather settler and disposed of the
whom
econiums
of
COTTON
THE
REPORT.
both
Insurance
the
tering
before
Apo'inarla Marque,
the first witness
look forward winds that had been prevalent
Francisco
may
of
this
Vegas
for
are
Inconfidently
residents
city,
the
Investigating committee when
of one of several days previous.
the
was
clever
to
25.
23.
The
of
Oct.
this
Oct.
Senator
Garcia
performance
Romero
y
city
Washington.
Washington.
was
resumed
today.
vestlsation
the prettiest and most pleasing plays
census bureau issued the bulchairman of the senate com- wedded to Rnfina Rlbera of San
was recalled to give further
before
the public, tomorrow evening.
was
cotton
the
tiaca
letin
on
Interstate
J.
and
joined
commerce,
mittee
Felipe
placing
today
today
of
phases
details of the technical
No better advertising publication-wato
In
Teresta
States
United
the
of
of
bonds
a meeting
that committee in the
matrimony
ginned
life insurance in addition to those he called
ever gotten up in Las Vegas than
for the 21st of November, for the pur Luecro, both of whom reside in Ijis
up to Oct. 18, at 4.940.72S bales.
gave yesterday.
the Art Souvenir. Constant Inqulr-leIs based on the
statement
The
the
of
Vegas.
considering
testimony
Las
An
pose
of
was
the
again
Interesting meeting
The subject of dividends
are coming in from people who arp
to
reports of the bureau's special
,
. taken early- In the summer relative
medical society will be held Interested
Vegas
taken tip,
ivvii""n
In Las Vegas. A copy of
field.
the
in
of
with
this
Paul
rates
Gllberton
of
agents
railroad
city
the
Father
,,, .nrnina" w
regulation
eenerady mlsun
at the offices of Doctors Shaw and this beautifully illustrated booklet
marthirty-twbill
a
in
of
has
united
view
ultimate
couples
of
reporting
tbe.an
dertood to the great detriment
should be sent to every inquirer.
Smith this evening. '
to the senate.
riage since the first of the year.
Equitable. He said It Implied that
beno-velen-
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PRESIDENT LEAVES TONIGHT
FOR INFECTED DISTRICT

LONE STAR STATE HAS PLAN
FOR INSURANCE REFORM
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LAB VCflA

raw pOTflTierj

Leonard Welnhslmer, Who Wu About to Collapas From Nsrvous
Prostration, Is Brought Code to Cornplets Health and Strength
la Throt Months by Duffy's Purs Malt WhUkoy.
m
Mvtr Mi so well ss I liave since I
segan lu um, and I recommend It as
Uegreateet tonic la tae world."

MItriel many different remitdlea In the
effort to build up my iira. which bad b.
cuius nervous and rundown from overwork,
aim unrwwoiiauie
of proper
worry.
liount, bul nothing swniad to bainA nie, ao I
Malt
linker.
I'ure
began to Uke Duffy's
One boitia or your niwiiwna auiium curvu
s bralthy,
iue,andiutur ninntha I wunever
felt ao
I bae
trong man. Really
1 have einre I began Ita
trouganJ well MrecowMieno!
Duffy 'a Pure
ue. cheerfully
Mali WbUkey a the beat health-buildin tba world." Lao.
ml
u VYaiaauMsa, Wt 8. 3d Bt. JLouia, Mo.

rl

la

.-

-J

f0

I

er

totilo-atininla-

A

i9

Drjfiy'o "Poro
clt UJMofaj

"7- -

LuVAkl) WKIVllKiULK.
For mora than fifty rears Duffy's Pure Malt WbUkey has been prescribed Ty
doctors and uwd in over two ttioiixaud leading hospitals a the greatevt
known to medical science. Jt I Indorsed by the clergy and profea
ami health-buildsional nurses and recommended by all schools of medicine ss a punitive cure for prieu
inoiiia, contunmtion, grip, djKjieirtila, Indigxatlon, nervoua prostration, all diseases of
the throat and Junirs, and every form of stomach trouble, nialarla. chills, fever, and all
weakened conditiona of the mind and body. It la a heart tonic, blood puri
fier ami promoter or neaitn ana long wej
makes the old young, and keei the young
trong. Duffy a Pure Malt Whiskey con
taini no fuwel oil and it li tha only whiskey
medicine,
wognited by tha Uovernment
1 htrt Is but on Duffy's Port Matt
1

tonic-atiniuln-

run-dow- n,

sa

WhUkt jr. liuUt on hsvtag the gen
la and refuse cbaap subatttutcs and
Imitations, which art placed on tho
market tor profit only and which are
positively harmful to both body and
brain. Look for the trade mark, tho
Old Chemist," on tho label, and bo
sore the seal on the bottle is unbroken.
Sold In sealed bottles only ; never la
bulk.

OJIILT

JWl

rJlcuntcIn nooorto

ami the other familiar dres In which
she hu si'int the. giicur part of her
life.
"Von cannot hane what ha be n
nlmoist h r whole life. Cilve lur troua-erand M her get outside for exercise. It la only kindness," Dr. T. J.
For ham told the slaters at 8nn Raphael hodtal in discusalug I h raae
of MUa Vaubuiittb. As a result of hia
advice, the lady will apend the last
life drtawd aa aho spent
daya of
ihree core as a nmn.
No ptruon haa Rained the confidence
of the old lady aa haa Dr. Forham,
who ahe truata with childlike almpll-city- ,
aaya the Trinidad Chronicle.
"You tinderatand tne, dctor; you
are the only one who doea," she aald

Professional Directory

Montezuma Ranch
Resort

a

I. O. 0. F., Lis Vegas Ledge, No. 4,
Gsorge H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
meeta every Monday evenlux at their Office, Vender block, Las Vegas, N.
hull, Sixth street, All vialting breth- M.
ren cordlnlly Invited to attend. Clark
Frank Springer, Attorney at law.
The Best of
M. .Moore, N. Q.;
Antonio Lucero, Office In Uiockftt
building. Las
V.
V. 0.: T. M. Elwood, secretary:
Everything
Vegas, N. M.
K. Crltes, treasurer;
C. V. Hedscock,
E, V. Long, Attorney at law. Office
cemetery trustee,
In Wyntan block. Las Veeas. N.
CintcrBloct
Room
Olficti
2,
Gty
'
W. C. T. U. meets on first Friday M.
Dr.Beward
of
at
each
monih
3:30
The
ni.
p.
llTy.Z'
place
ARCHITECTS.
of meeting will he announced through
Dr. Farmer
2w3:30pn.
the columns of this paper. Mrs. Lucy
HOLT A HOLT,
Shank, secretary; Mrs. S. C. Long,
Architects and Civil Engineers.
HARVEY'S
President.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
first and third and construction work of all kinds
The High Mountain Home B. P. O. E... Meetseach
Monday evenings,
month, at planned and superintended. Office,
and
health
of
pltaeure
Hall.
comfort,
Knights
per
Pythlaa
Visiting Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas.
Phone 94.
Uke a trip to thio famous resort brothers are cordially invited.
FriIn
and
comes
Tuaadays
Carriage
B. 1. BLAcK, Exalted Ruler.
DENTISTS.
days; goea out Wednesdays snd SatT. E. BLAUVELT, Sec.
or
a
12.00
are
day
urdays.. Terms
Established 1881
110.00 a weak.. Pare each way, 11.00.
Chapman Lodge, No. 2, A. F. A A. M.
The trip, Including passage and a Regulur communications tHt and 3rd
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS
stay from Saturday to Friday or from Thursdays In tacn month. Visiting
Wednesday to Tuesday Is $10.00.
Dentist
brothers
M. R,
cordially Invited.
Leave orders at Murphey's drug
.
. Las Vegas, N. M.
VV.
St
Bridge
H.
Williams,
CharU's
M.;
store or Judge Wooster's office In the
H.
A.
Address
Hall.
Secretary.
Harvey,
City
Or, E. L. Hammond, Room 7 Crock,
Crty.
Rebekah Lodge. I. O. O. F., Meets ett building. Hours 8 to 12, and
second and fourth Thursday evenings io 5. Both
phones at office and res
of each month at the 1. O. O. F. hall. idence.
Mrs. Augusta O'Malley, nobl grand;
DR. G. L. JENKINS,
Mrs. M. E. Garllck, vice grand; Mrs.
L.
Wertz.
Mrs.
Sarah
Mary
secretary;
Dentist
Roberts, treasurer.
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pathetically, when she understood the
purport of bis advice.
Ever since the life secret of the
stranme old women was discovered by
Dr, Forham at the hoopltal and she
was transferred to the woman a department and female apparel, Mltss
auhough has been most unhappy.
The true cause wan not guesned at for
time, but she could not accustom
herself to the garments which were
ers by rlKht of birth, but which were
wholly foreign to her, as well as reDr. Forham divined the
ulsive.
trouble. She was aslutmed In the female clothing. Then It was that he
made his suggestion to the ulsters
who were only too anxious to do
something to cheer up the poor old
-

Spor-lede-

DOES IT PAY TO ADVERTISE
ADVANTAGES OF LAS VEGAS?

RANCH

CUTLER'S

soul.

Sister Anacletus. superior at the
hospital, went shopping and secured
In the beautiful Rociada
a pair of overalls and a jumper. Miss
Vaubough had intimated that any valley
near the mountains.
uch 311 array would please her much
JSicest of everything in the
better than anything else, because she
market.
always wore clothing of that kind for
Pure mountain water.
was
she
when
herding
twenty years
Write or pht.ne to
Her
Brown
ranch.
Sam
on
the
sheep
delight whetBherrecetved"th(?fa mlt- Mrs. C. F. CUTLER, Rocitdi.N.M.
lur clothing wag paUetlc in its earnestness. She welcomed them as lost
friends, and. Immediately assumed a
much more cheerful view of life in
general.

B. C.

PITTENGER,

SIGN WRITING,
PICTURE FRAMING,
WALL PAPER, GLASS,
PAINTS, ETC.

KANSAS CITY
STOCK MARKET

002 GIXTU crnsLT
for each, paper, snd the postage costs Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Oct. 23. Cattle re
two cents. Yet hundreds of copies
were 93,000 last week, Including
of
the
celpts
for
sent
out
been
have
good
12,000 calves, heaviest this year at
the community.
The Optic believes tbat the citi Kansas City. Prices were generally
zens should assist the Commercial steady till Friday, when buyers began
club and the few who are spending a to weaken, account of their strenu
good deal of money in sending out Las ous efforts during hie week, and nearclosed 10 to 15 cents
Vegas literature. All the publications ly all kinds
lower.
western
Desirable
stockers
should
on
be
Las
placed
Vegas
bearing
at the disposal of the secretary of the and feeders held nearly steady, but
Commercial club, ot The Optic, of the supply ran more to tail ends last (
the postmaster, of the real estate week, a sign of the near approach of
men. In sufficient numbers to enable the end of the season for range
the fulfilment of the ever increasing cattle. Cow market was strong mid
demand for Las Vegas literature. die of the week, but eased off at the
And not all the burden should fall on clsoe. Run today is 26,000, and this
the club. All interests should unite will be another big week, but it is
in this work, for it is a work that generally believed that the run will
slack up next week, and drop oi
will pay well.
In
sharply the week following. Market
Dally requests continue to come
to The Optic, to the Commercial culb Is steady today on stockers and feed
and to citizens for literature describ- ers, killing cattle weak to 10 cents
ing Las Vegas. These requests come lower, calves strong. Best range kill
$3.75, stock
from every part of the nation, from lng steers sell at $3.25
ers and feeders about the same figure
Canada and from over seas.
$2.65, with heavy moun
J. C. Troth, of Miller, Troth A cows, $2.20
in
cows
dealers
tain
$2.75
$2.90, exceptions at
O.,
Company, Cincinnati,
$3.25. Choice veals, bring
coal, coke and feed, writes for infor- $3.00
$6.25, heavy calves, $3.25
mation concerning the climate and op- $5.50
It
He
finds
It
in
is no trouble to sell the
this
$4.25.
city.
portunities
will be necessary to make a change of good cattle at satisfactory prices, but
climate, although he Is In good health common and trashy stuff Is disposed
at present and able to look after bus of with more or less disappointment
iness. He has also some capital to In- to shippers.
vest.' The gentleman had about made
Sheep supplies are falling off rapid
N.
to
to
C,
mind
his
Ashvllle,
go
up
ly. Supply last week, 27.000 head, run
but has had his attention called to today 4,000. Prices are 25 to 40 cents
1.88 Vegas, and If the Information sent above a week ago, and the market is
to him Is pleasing he will come here. seldom fully tested. Some Colorado
Walter Harper writes from Clifton, lambs sold today at $7.40, with the
Aris., asking that literature be sent ewes out at $4.75, yearlings In same
to Leonldas Boston, Esq., Sulphur, shipment at $6.00. Utah yearlings
Ky. The gentleman wants to come to sold today at $5.50, and wethers sold
New Mexico and Mr. Harper thinks last week at $5.25. Feeding stock is
he should decide on Las Vegas.
in strong demand, breeding ewes selltwo letters are samples ot ing at $3.90
The
and
$4.50, wethers
very many.
$4.75, lambs, 15.70
yearlings $4.35
& $6.25. The visible supply of sneep
lambs Is very short, and strength
French
old
and
Ine Vaubough, the curious
WANTED THOSE
woman whose sex was discovered In la likely to be the main feature of
TROUSERS BACK Trinidad recently after she has suc- the market for some time.
Some sales of Utah and New Mexcessfully masqueraded as a man for
and lambs here this week:
Unable to stand the restrictions of forty years, has been allowed to go ico sheep
T. E. Baker. Tularosa, N. M., 995
ordinary feminine attire, Mas Kather- - back to her trousers, shirt and coat, lambs. 67 lbs., $7.25; Haley A Saun
ders, Utah, 2.046 yearlings, 89 lbs.,
464
$5.10; Haley & Saunders, Utah,

Does It pay to send those who are
thinking of a change of climate literature on this city? Many of those
who come are men of money, who establish businesses, build homes and
make valuable additions to the city.
One might point to Messrs. Hlnkey,
Wlsner and Robertson, three men of
wealth who have established elegant
homes In this city and Identified themselves with her Interests during the
last year. Other men of means are
considering business enterprises for
Las Vegas. Progressive men are preparing tents and cottages, building
residences and business blocks. Will
It not pay to send out the best advertising matter that can oe secured
to the Inquiring ones and to the pec
pie of the country generally? Will
it pay to put literature on Las Vegas
In the hands of those who .need change
of climate?
The experience of the city proves
that it does pay in large measure.
The Commercial club has sent out
a great deal of literature. The Optic has sent to hundreds copies of Its
souvenir ' edition and of Its regular
editions. The proprietors of the Las
Vegag Art Souvenir and others have
supplied every party of notables that
has been In the cRy in the past nine
months with copies and have sent
out hundreds to inquirers. But Isn't
this work one that should enlist the
assistance of everyone In the city?
The best literature on Las Vegas
now available Is the Art Souvenir.
However, whether sent by the owners,
the club or the newspaper, the giving
of this booklet soon becomes expensive. The Optic Souvenir has been
in great demand. In response to all
demands, and they have been many,
copies have been sent out. The paper
in the Optic Souvenir cost five cents

v

ESTABLISHED, 187U.

THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Saunders. Utah,

A
ewes. 98 lbs,

$5.00:

lbs..

276

Haley

$4.50; F. O. Winner, Thompson, Utah,
.
60S lamlra. 59 lbs., $6.7o; F.

ner, Thompson. Utah, 342 feeding
lambs, 49 lbs., $3.90; F. O. Winner,
Thompson. Utah, 90 wethers, 108 lbs.,
$r.2.T; F. O. Winner, Thompson Utah,
52 ewes,.l9'lla; $4.75; J. P. Peterson,
Siillntt, Utah, 337 yearlings, 91 lbs,
T. E. Baker, Tulnrosa, N. M.,
$7.25; S .L.
1,023 lambs, (59 lbs.,
439 feeding
Staples. SiiHna.
L. Staples
S.
54
$3.80;
lbs.,
lambs.
salln.i. t'tnh. lf.8 feedlns lnnilis. 39
ihs., $rt.n0; C. I. Van Horn, Alhtr.uer-que.N. M.. 1,401 ewes, 71 Ihs , $3.90;
Swift & Co. Utah. 791 feeding lambs.
52 lbs.. $fi.3; J. H. Vnn Horn, Albuquerque, N. M., 491 ewes. 71 lbs., $3.90.
J. A. RICKART,
Correspondent.

Eastern Star, Regular coinmunlca Rooms 3 and 4. new Hedgcock build
tion second and fourth Thursday even,
In, 614 Douglas Avenue.
month.
All
of
broth
each
ings
visiting
ASSAYING.
ers and sisters are cordially Invited.
Mrs. E. L. Browne, worthy matron; 0. A. Collins.
W. W. Corbet
S. R. Dearth, W. P.; Mrs. Emma
CORBET A COLLINS
Benedict, Sec.; - Mrs. A. M. Howell,
Assaying.
Treas.
Civil, Irrigation and Mining Engineers
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveying.
Redman meet In Fraternal Brother
.
Santa Fe,
.
. New Mexico.
hood hall every second and fourth
Thursday of each moon at the eighth
run. Visiting chiefs always welcome
to the wigwam.
William P. Mills,
PARLOR BARBER SHOP
sachem; Charles P. Jamerson, chief
of records.
o.LomotY. Pm.
FIRST CLASS WORKMEN
Fraternal Union of America, Meets
first and third Tuesday evenings of
Lincoln Avenue
each month in the Fraternal Brotherhood hall, west of Fountain Square, at
8 o'clock.
N. P. Sund. F. M.; W.
G. Koogler, Secretary.
The Fraternal Brotherhood, No. 102,
meets every Friday night at their J5he
hall In the Schmidt building, west of
Clothing cleaned and pressed.
Fountain square, at 8 o'clock. Visiting Ladies tailoring a specialty. Fall)
members are always welcome.
goods now in stock.
JAMES N. COOK,
President.
Miss Katie Burchell, Secretary.

................ t
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All reliable druffta and grocers, or direct, $1.00 a bottle. Advice and medical
booklet free. Duffy kaltWhlakej Co., Rochester, N.Y.
J. B. MACKEL, Distributor.

ATTORNEYS.

SOCIETIES,

SANTA

50b Grand Avenue

Raton ViaiSorc

PHYSICIAN.

ATTrtOtt

re, - n.rj.

DR. H. W. HOUF Osteopathic physician, office, Olney block; hours,
9 to 12; 1:30 to 4; phones. Las

Vegas 41, Colorado 175.
hours by appointment.

Sunday

Who go to the SembBrg
once go always.
Luxurious Rooms, Fine
Meals, Good Service.

Hotel
.

Seaberg Hotel

The Live Store
of

Up-to-Da- te

Merchandise

We take pleasure in announcing to our many
friends and patrons that four tock is now complete and we will take pride in showing it whether
in need or not Cast your eyes over below prices,
and we know that we will have the pleasure
of seeing you,
Dress Goods

Vests and Pants
Lot ladies' Vests and Pants
fleeced lined well worth 35c
1

Spsolsl20o

Children Underwear
Children Underwear in Gray
Heavy fleeced
Size Price
16
18
20
22

10c
10c
15c
20c

Size

Price

24
26
28
30

20c
25c
25c
25c

Lot Scotch Plaid Dress goods
double fold in all the latest
1

if yon are thinking of baying a
Tailor made Suit,
Jacket, Long Coat
Skirt, Waist or
Fur be sure and
visit our

shades, worth 25c a yd

Spsoksi tOo

An extra nice quality of plaid
Dress Goods can't be bought
for less than 37 c

Spsolsl2Bo

Ready to Wear
Department
s
where you can
find both quality

and price.

.

Linen Goods
52 in Red Table Linen in two
extra good values one worth
35c special
,25c
the other worth 50c, special 35c

2;
f.-..-

,

OK

Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Creckctt Building, 6th

St

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. Prwidenf,
E. D. RAYNCLDS, Cashier.
KALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier,
.

A

general banking business transacted.
Interest paiu on time deposits.

ltruee Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

-

Don't forget to sand your eastern
friend an Optic Souvenir. Oul a
few more left.
Ask your dealer for Optic Scratch
Tablets. Tou get more and better
paper for 6c than in any other tablet
on the market.

On Tuesday the 17th we will give every Lady

visiting our Ready to Wear department a
very neat Souvenir. Come and get one,

1

LB

4

OCT. 23, If"'

WEDNESDAY,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

RAILROAD NEWS
The Colorado Southern New Orleans
Pacific Plans Through Line from New

&

present.

Conductor Davidson is laying off
Mr. Berg says: "The time has come for a few
trips.
when l can admit that I am
in the construction of the Colo- ' In Illinois $10,0011 is the legal cost
rado Southern-NeOrleans and Pa- to a railroad for the loss of a life.
cific liiu but I cannot say that It Is
m exclusively Frisco proposition. I
Ten firemen on the extra board are
csn. however, say that It is one of now marked up as ready for duty.
the plans of Mr. Yoakum, and that It
has now been so arranged that New
Engineer Dennlston, of 1610 who
Orkans will, within a little over a has been off for a couple of trips, has
have another direct line to the reported for duty.
I'arlflc coast via El Paso. ConstrucConductor Hurt has a leave of abtion work will begin within a few
vteks on the line from Baton Rouge sence and has gone to Kansas City
to De Qulncy. The line of the Yazoo to bring his family to this city.
and Mississippi Valley will be used
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
from New Orleans to Baton Rouge.
has
leased the tracks of the Kansas
All the material for the line between
from Anthony to CaldSouthwestern,
Baton Rouge and De Qulncy lias
well, Kansas. '
been ordered."
Inter-tfcte-

Fred
Strong, the Santa Fe agent
at French station, has accepted a position with the Floersheim Mercantile
company at Roy.
B.

Queer Panic.
This
the tale of how one
bhw from a sledge hammer caused
the srampede of a brakeman, a section boss, an engine, an engineer, a
fireman and a conductor out on the
Santa Fe Pacific, near Rio Puerco,
tbe other day.
The brakeman was the first to be
Rtrieken by the panic resulting from
the misMck of the sledge and his example proved remarkably contagious.
A work train was standing on the
track near the scene of operations,
where new steel was being laid and a
score or two or three of natives were
laboriously pounding away when the
episode occurred.
The section boss was doing a little
hammering on his own hook. He was
driving a spike Into' a tie and because
his aim was poor an unusually heavy
lick hit the spike a glancing blow and
knocked it with almost the force of a
bullet against the ankle of a native
who was tamping the track. It hit a
crazy bone or something, because the
man gave a piercing yell, jumped four
feet in the air and dropped on the
track howling like a Commanche. Instantly the rest of the workmen thinking their comrade had been assassinated set up a terrific clamor.
The brakeman, who has Just recently returned from Old Mexico, had
6ome of his southern railroad experiences freshly in mind and the minute
the yelling began he also yelled and
made a sprint 'for the woods. When
last seen he was a speck on the horizon. The section boss saw the brake-mahike and dropping his sledge he
made for the sand hills as if he was
shot out of a gun. The engineer and
fireman believing their lives hung by
a thread, clambered into the cab in a
second, uncoupled the engine and
opened the throttle to the last, notch
as the conductor, breathless and pale,
grabbed the iron on the rear of the
tender and climbed over ir.to the cab.
In a few minutes the native got up,
rubbing his shin, and after an examinr.ot.even
ation found that
scratched. Deponent sayeth not what
became of the engine and "the conductor and the section boss and the fireman and tbe engineer and the brake-man- .
g'r-noln-

mberman,

of

Doppe, N.

C,

ay

"I

PKI VATK Hoard. 4U Wttxluniiton

suffer-

rO

ed for years
with my back.
It w so bad
that I could
not walk any
distance
nor
even ride in
easy buggy. I
9. B. COBTOX.
da tint hollpva
X could have
raised ten pounds of weight
from the ground, the pain was so severe.
This was my condition when I begin us-iDean's Kidney Pills. They
yuickly
relieved me and now I ara never troubled
as I was. My back is strong and I can
walk or ride a long dislaoce and feel
just
as strong as I did twenty-fiv- e
years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors and they have
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that
will be of any service to you, or to any
one suffering from kidney trouble, you
are at liberty to do so."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which' cured Mr. Corton will be
mailed on application to any part of the
United Stales.
Address Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, X. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, fifty cents per box.
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Colonist tickets on sale daily
September 15 to October 31

FOR SALE.

r

IOKSALE-O-
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Ulxnmrk.

fclUtiboard. Apply at iba
lo-U-U

At a burtfitlQ.oneaii

SAI.K

X)K
V BgiMMlwjimrtiplauo. Apply
treei.
PALK-T- hH

FOR

prtmif.

Santa
Tim Tahl

puynirntx,
Eleventh
10 HI

Inquirw

D. & R. Q.

a
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front
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of
on
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Good in Chair Cars, Coaches and Tourist
Sleepers

System

Santa Fe Service Can't Be Beat

Fe Branch

I

M. It.

Kffactlva November Tth.

1MM.1

WiT BOUND
Mllw
r'e....Ar ... I aunm
in
2:Mpm ...B4.I.V.. .rnptnola... T.v ... t :atp
2:11
..ttubutio . . I.v . .12 m p iu
pm..W.L.
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All the Way

Iioum.
Apply on

in

liremiMM.

LHK
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$25

in

RENT.
Uir-roo-

at

l.

HOUNO

No 424
II oca m.

J. LUCAS, Agent
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The large bridge of the Santa Fe to
Traliu flop at Em bud o for dinuw where
be placed across the Cimarron at the are displayed. It was complained by
good ninaU ara aervtxl.
point where the new line goes, is on the engineers that tests of their eyes
CONKKflTICN
At Antonlto for DuranKo, filverton, and
hitherto have not been made under
the elding at Springer.
iiolnta.
At Aliimoxa for Denver, Pueblo and Inter
practical conditions.
medutH
via ttfther the standard panics
ixriuta
Engineer Hawksworth has reported
line via Iji Vcta I'a or th narrow sauk via
A car load of laborers on No. 7, as- Kalkitt, making
for duty and went to Watrous on No.
the entire trip in day litflit and
ttirouKh thean
8 to get his engine, 814. which is
RnymlBmegm,
doing saulted the porter of their car last pawinK
uUo for all pointa on (Jrwdoaf
brauoti.
ballast work at that place .
evening just before reaching this city
A. 8. Bassit,
and beat him up in a bad manner for
Traveling Paaaenver Agent, Santa Fe, N. M
Machinist Griffith, the Corliss engine some unknown cause. The police in 0. K. HOOHB. O. P.
Oolo
expert, has been quite busy remodel- this city were notified to be at the

ing the pile driver. He was still depot and watch them but they went
8ANTA FE TIME TABLE.
working at 2:30 o'clock this morning. on through the city without raising
any trouble.
Brakemen La Rue and Trott have
BAST BOUND.
been assigned to the Katon division
Arthur D. Panky was given' a ver- No. Ar....
23 p. ro
p.m. Depart...
as there are a large number of ex- dict for $10,000 damages against the No. 8 Ar l:8Ca.
:40 a. m.
m.
DeparU
tra brakemen nere and not enouglTat Santa Fe railway by a Jury in the fed- No. 4 Ar, .. 4:40 a. in. Depart
4;lSa. m
Raton.
eral court at El Paso Wednesday evenWEST BOJD.
1:35 p.m.
ing. Panky sued for $20,000. Panky No. Ar
Departs ... .2:00 p.
Last night was a very heavy night was formerly in the employ of the No. 7Ar 5:15 p. in. Denarta
J: 40 p. m
in the yards. For the past two weeks
company as fireman and while taking No 3Ar IMm. m. Departs ..6:00 a. m.
the Santa Fe has been putting out water at a water tank at Rlncon.1 No. 2
bat Pullman and tourist loopabout eighteen trains a day at this Dona Ana county, was caught around ing cars to Chicago, Kanaaa City and
piace.
the neck by a chatn of the spout and St Louli, and a Pullman ear for Dover U addod at Trinidad. ArriTO at
and permanently injured.
seriously
Car Inspector Williams, for the
La Junta 10: 30 p. tn conneetinc with
No. 6. leaving La Jonu 1:10 a. nu,
Santa Fe, at San Bernardino, lost his
Seal Clerk Henry Miller of the
at Pueblo 5:00 a. nu Colowife by pneumonia, she being but
arriving
Santa Fe had a bad fall while trying rado Springs 6:35 a. mv Denvar 1:19
of
age. Three little boys to board the train of the "Last Days a. m.
thirty years
are thus left motherless.
No. 8 has Pullman and tourist sleep-car- s
of Pompeii" outfit, which was pulling
to Chicago and Kansas City.
into the San Bernardino yards. He
Mrs. J. H.. Barton, who has been
missed his footing on the front end Arrives at La Junta 10:65 a. bl, eon
visiting for two months with her par- of the car, being thrown to the ground nectlng with No. 603, leaTlng La Jonta
12:10 p. m., arriving at Pueblo 1:00
ents at Boston, left yesterday for her in
such fashion that his head fell
p. m., Colorado Springs 3:30 p. m
home in this city. Her husband is a
against the journal box, narrowly Denver 6:00 p. m.
hostler in the local shops.
No. 4 California Limited runs Wed
missing the wheels, and it was some
time before he recovered conscious- nesdays and Saturdays only. Solid
seventeen
of
the
1600's
Only
twenty
Pullman train, with dining, buffet and
.,"'.'
have arrived at the local shops as yet ness.
observation cars. Unsurpassed equiptd three of the big engines are yet
ment and service.
SCHEDULE TO CANYON.
due. When these engines are In ser
No. 1 has Pullman and lourlct sleepThe Street Railway company has
ine the list of names on the extra established the
cars for southern
California
ing
following as the perboard will be reduced considerably.
manent schedule to Gallinas canyon points and Pullman car for El Paso
and City of Mexico connection fo.
and return :
1
Paso, Deming, Silver City and all
Sam Moor?, conductor on the Gold
Week day time table, car No. 102.
en State Limited, was married in Ala- - Lv. Santa Fe Depot.
Lv. Canyon. points In Mexico, southern New Mex
ico and Arizona.
9:45 a, m.
9:00 a. m.
mogordo
Sunday Jio Mss Klttie
.'No. 7 has Pullman and tourist sleep- m.
a.
a.
m.
11:05
10:20
Gladde of that. city. The ceremony
g cars for
northern California
12:25 p. m.
11:40 a. m.
was performed at the home of Enpoints.
m.
m.
1:45
1:00
p.
p.
No. 93, California Limited, has same
gineer Frank Simmons in Alamogordo.
3.05 p. in.
2:20 p. m.
as No. 4. Runi Mondays
equipment
4:25 p. m.
3:40 p. m.
'
and Thursday 8.
Engine 912, which was brought back
m.
m.
5:45
5:00
'
p.
p.
from Albuquerque yesterday, where It
The Sunday time table is the same 'J A
had been In the shops for repairs, has
Virginia pastor has been suspendas the above with the addition of a
been
taken to Raton by Engineer 1:40 and 3:00 o'clock car going, and ed for kissing a pretty girl of hia
Qulgley. 912 was the engine which a 2:25 and 3:45 car returning which church. He Is doubtless one of the
had fhe smash-uwith No. 4 at Tip-te- gives a
service after 1:00 latest converts to the scientific diso'clock.
last winter.
covery that kissing is dangerous.

.Comfort, Speed and Luxury
are a realization when you
travel via the

El Paso

Southwestern
System
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Double daily train service between "The Great Southwest" and Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City

and all points North and East.

Elegantly appointed dining cars all the way supply th
beet the markete afford

Rates via. this line always the lowest
V. R. STILES,

1

Genl.Pass. Agt.
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EL PASO, TEXAS.

Las Vegas Sanitary Co. Scavengers.
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Switchman Leeper Badly Hurt.
Leeper, a switchman emin
the Santa Fe yards, was seployed
and had a narrow esInjured.
riously
cape from death while switching some
cars during the latter part of Thursday night. He has some broken ribs,
and is badly bruised up as a result of
the accident, Eays the San Bernardino
Times Index.
Leeper was hanging on the side of
a car when he was struck by a switch
standard and KnocKea vioienuy 10 me
ground, being in an unconscious condition when he was picked up a few
minutes later, when be had been
i :iA;iHl l.jr the other member o! '.lie

CO.

swl'chlng crew.;

Dr. J. N. Baylls, the, company surgeon, was called and attended the injured man, who was removed to his
home still In an unconscious condi
tion. An examination showed that
he had sustained a fracture of at lea ft
two ribs and was severely bruised on
the head and various parts of the
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RAILROAD NOTES.
Berg, president of tho New
Orleans Terminal eonumuy, liuu made
There were two sections of No. 1
i he announcement that the Frisco and
the Colorado Southern ronda, by a today.
joint arrangement, will open a new
Engineer Langston U laying off at
line from Now Orleans to tho Pacific
Pu-

WANTED.
Doan'a Kidney Plils Brought Strength)
nd Health to the Sufferer, Mak
AANTKH-lntUieollwtor for liver
' I'lmiiilNH uet uiuiU:
uMi alary awl
Ing Him feci Twenty-Fiv- e
I"",
Alilr,4 Muiiiwt-r- I'.
Years Younger.
HiMwIuiim. Ph.
"HI
Rick kidney cuuse a woak, lame or
TANTKli
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coast, paralleling the Southern
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Orleans to Pacific Coast
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Couldn't Lilt Ten Pounds.

!

Violent ; Explosions.
Vor several weeks oast explosions
have been heard In the vicinity of
Trinidad and on a still night they can
he felt and heard In Trinidad. The
explosions are caused by Riant powder
with which the Santa Fe railroad com
pany Is blasting out a double track to
Raton and the blasting Is done at
night to avoid working In the dust
from thm in the day time. Trlni-tlad

p

William Nicholson, general
zation agent of the Atchison,
& Santa Fe, with headquarters
cago, has resigned to engage
land and immigration business
sas. His successor is Charles

n

coloni

Topeka

at

L.

Kan

FE

9

CEIITRiL RILWAY SYSTEM

LEWIS'

Las Vegas

i

Phone 169
213.

!

Sea-grave- s,

traveling passenger agent.

SUNSHINE ROUTE, VIA TORRANCE GATEWAY

J. W. White having resiened as
auditor of disbursements of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with head
quarters at Topeka, Kan., A, L. Conrad, traffic manager of the Pecos Val
ley lines of the Atchison, has been
'
chosen to succeed him.
J. I. Conway, who has been identified with the live stock department
of the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe
for the past twenty years, has been
appointed general live stock agent,
succeeding the late Ell Titus, with
headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

ft D. Gibbons, division foreman, announces that engine 812, which was
brought up yesterday from the Albuquerque shops, where It has been in
the hole, has been assigned to the
ballast run. It Is vacant for fireman
and engineer and the oldest men at
point of seniority applying for this
run within five days will be assigned
to It.

and Ohioago, Riok Island
Oonnectlnff with the
and Paolflo R R. Shortest line out of Santa 'e or
New Mexico, to Oliioago, KaneaeOit
or St Louis. When jrou
N
travel ake the
B. P. ds K.

fpon the suggestion of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers, oculists will be placed on some of the engines pulling fust. passengar trains of
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul
road, for the purpose of making eye
tests and studying at close range the
conditions under which train signals

Cesspools and vaults Cleaned, Disinfected and put in a Thorough Sanitary condition. Ash pits cleaned, dead animals and all kinds of refuse

EL

removed.

I
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Shortest line to Q Paso, Bf exloo, and the southwest ' The
only flrstolasa routs to California Tla Santa Fs Central, El
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and Southern Paolflo.
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Henry S. THnker, of Fnlladel ?hla,
tor many yor.rs general cotwsfl cf the
't!rhlirh Vallev railroad and previousin
ly connected with that company
as
Installed
preswas
other capacities,
ident of U'hlgh University Inst week,
succeeding the law Dr. T. M. Brown.
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State Limited No. 43
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Dluiug, Library and
Pullman Care of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire.
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TRY OUR ROUTE.

W. H. ANDREWS,

S, B. GRIMSHAW, 0. F. & P. A.
Pres. & GerVI Manager.

ALFRED I . GRIMSHAW, Traveling F. & P. A.
J. P. LYNG, City F. & P. A.
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Tap the best sections of MINNESOTA,
NORTH DAKOTA, MONTANA, IDA
RO, WASHINGTON and OREGON.
The Northern Pacific has 5313 miles of
well equipped railway in the Great
Northwest.
Reaches all important
Travel
west to Puget Sound da
points.

t
!

The Great Trans cootinental Highway

;
;

Northern Pacific Reulwacy
General Passenger
St.

!

A. M. CLELAND,

Agent,

Pacl, Misx.

Ask C. W. Mott, General Emigration Agent, St. Paul, Minn.,
ftlmut business opwrtunities, cheap lands, the woniierful irri-

for nettlers. Hpeciil literature,
gated district-- ) and lowrat
i ate and information from he General Passenger Agent, or
I). B. Gardner, District Passenger Agent, '210 Commercial
Building, 8U Louis, Mo.
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Henry Clews says:
PKLIVUMKU Ur CAKKIKH OH M.IIL
Cautionary signals are up In Wall
INAMVAMK
stree t, and this in spite of exceptional
.
t
Ilotn
ly brilliant buHlness prospe-cts.OoaMontn
I
Ibrwr Mnutr
and foreign exchsnKe havo
money
'
Mil M.mtU
and firm rates are likely to
On
Experience tenches that the smoothest sidewalk U the
continue. The significant feature c.l
'
cne made of cement. There are no. sol inters to kiek up
The Weekly OptU
the situation is that this tension in
and get luto your shoes and feet uch as are found lu
'
on
the money market is not confined to vest Igutlem.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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board walks and there are uo bricks to get loose andeaue
Ml MonUa
s
of
In
wo'bi
the
all
prin
New York.
yotito uumble. Our three years of eeuieut sidewalk
cipal money markets rates have ad
building in Las Vegas afford us the experience you are
have been found who
Ten
OCT. 23. 1505.
No.
5171.
WEDNESDAY.
persons
Homestead
Entry
looking for when you want your new walk built. Give
vanced, and those who bold the reins are
me
to
to
entitled
te
Department of the Interior, Land Of
m a ch&noe to talk with you about It. We have the only
at, Inof finance are manifesting
hero fund provided by Andrew CarneN. M., October
Fe
Santa
flee
at
TAWNEY'S POSITION.
Iutererl
granite atone crusher iu the city.
creasingly prudent spirit.
several years ago. All of the ten
11, l&'to.
rates at New York. Umdon, I'srls gie
were given for heroic services
Notice Is hereby given that the fol o
& DAVIS.
It Is true that Congressman Tawney and Berlin have practlcal'.v doubled medals
289
Vegas
In
drowning persons, and lowing named settler has filed notice o
rescuing
of New Mexico and since the opening of September, and
advises the
women.
to
them
some
of
of his intention to make final proof in (II
Arizona to stop all form of statehood th various international money mar
support of his claim, and that said
He
has
in
few
to
for
a
a
agitation
ked are showing illieslilon
yjars.
will be made before united
are
go nroof
Some Philadelphia women
made the statement thit the petirde of crease their supplies of gold at the
court commissioner at Las VeStates
Bank re- ing to write to President Rooxevelt gas, N. M.. on November
both territories nre entitle! to snd expense of each other.
li, lsm5
ready for admission, that sufficient serves at New York are at the lowest asking him to supply them a method
N
Sec. 2, T
S. E.
development to warrant separsto ad point within a eloze n years, save In or a law for keeping their husbands N. E.
The dullest person can 14 N.. R. 23 E.
mission hag been reached, but he one or two monetary jm.tIo1s; while at home.
He names, the following witnesses
claims that the unsettled conditions reserves of the great foreign banks see that this request Is right in a line
suicide and should re to prove his continuous residence up
resulting from the agitation of two are also lower than usual and their with
forms of statehood would lad to managers openly recognize the neees ceive the interested cemslde'ratlon ef on and cultivation of said land viz:
Matias Duran, of Sanchez, N. M.;
d
the president.
further unreft If any form of
slty for caution.
CIriaco
Gonzales, of Trementina, N.
were granted now.
o
What Is the result! f'r this world
M.; Dionlclo Arazon, of Trementlna,
Is
mistaken
a
prude-nctime
at
The eminent gentleman
wide nollcy ef
The I'nlted States patent office Is N. M.; Jese L. Gonzales, cf Tremea
seems
about this as far as New Mexico Is when the business horizon
much, behind with us work and Una N. M.
very
concerned. Should New Mexico be cloudless and all other signs point to
MANUEL L. OTERO,
executive amendment to the
late
admitted next year as a separate continued fair weather? Simply this: the
10 62
Register.
civil service rules, giving the heads
state, there will be no rebellion or That Hie demand for capital has out- of dermrtmont Immediate power of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
revolution. Even Albuquerque will run the supply,
ate depleted
may result in a change of
not secede from the United States. and It is at last evident wiat new Im- dismissal, In
oiflce and the IntroH. E. No. 5463.
There will be rejoicing In every part portant requirements can only be met personnelof that
clerks
less addicted to
rtiirtlnn
of the Interior.
of the territory. Instead of jirovlng at tho expense of those lens urgent.
Department
a further disturbing element separ The world has been turning floating absenteeism snd Idleness.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Ocate statehood will be a settler of the, capital Into fixed form too rapidly,
most approved sort.
tober 23, 1903.
The average age of ninety I'nlted
and the only course open Is to wait
It will be admitted that Congress- for suitable readjustment, either un- States senators Is a little less than
Notice is hereby given that the folman Tawney is In a delicate position. til It flows back into its actual reser- - sixty years and there are fourteen lowing named settler has filed notice
He has been a warm advocate of volrs the banks or else through the whose ages average more than sev of his intention to make final proof
Joint statehood and is unfortunate unwelcome process of liquidation. Of enty. With all these facts about age In support of his claim, and that said
enough to occupy the position of re- course the chief reason for this slate being made public and the spreatling proof will be made before U. S. Court
of stringency is the unparalleled and belief that every man ought to be re Commissioner, at Wagon Mound, N.
publican whip.
It is a part of his fluty to keep the universal business activity, which tired after sixty there will be some M., on December 6, 1905, viz: Martina
republicans in line with the leaders. while most conspicuous in tne United erasures In the family Bible that Casaus de Lopez, of San Miguel counconvert to the separate States, extends also to Great Britain used to be the exclusive work of the ty for the S.
Yet he is
N. E.
Sec. 34, S.
statehood Idea and has already receiv- France, Germany and other great women of the family.
N. W.
Sec. 35, T. 16 N.f R.
ed assurances from other leaders that commercial nations. Added to these
il E. .
no attempt wal be made to give Ari- demands for money, which have been
He names the following witnesses
Out of one hundred and eighty-sizona statehood of any form next materially augmented by the high
to
his continuous residence upentering Mount Holyoke college on prove
year. It is not unnatural that as Ari- level of values, are the effects of the girls hundred
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
r
not
did
and
one
We manufacture our own candies and know what we've
wars. These
zona has voluntarily agreed tut wait Boer and
The
and Josf F. Gonzales, Leandro Vrujillo, candies are made of the purest and best material obtainable. Wegot.make
Don Quixote,
a.
until the joint statehood agitation has conflicts have wasted hundreds of know who wrote
;
Mnftfelino
and
Francisco
Segura
It
of
fine
chocolates
and
bon
bons.
An invitation is extended to Las
specialty
blown over ' Congressman Tawney millions of capital, which can now be yet a distinguished .physician saysthe
V
M.
N.
of
Gonzales
F.
all
O.,
ladies
to visit our candy kitchen and see how the candy is made.
egas
to studies by
should want New Mexico to wait too. fairly measured by the enormous na is over application
MANUEL R. OTERO,
de
the
is
that
causing
rapid
girls
Successor to Gibson GL Slats.
Ha is certain that the sense of jus- tional bond issues of the last few
,
Register.
our race. But doubtof
Colorado Phons. 247
generation
senators
and
tice of the American
years. Very likely these drains upon less these girls had made themselves
us
out
could
cannot
for
of
keep
the floating supply
capital
representatives
how to cook and
thus
more than five years.
have been met without difficulty had sew by learning
at the preparatory school
But the congressman does not say It not been for the extraordinary ac
o
that no attempt will be made to give tlvity of business; but the sensitive
"Sunshine." an Albuquerque week
New Mexico statehood this year. He ness of the various money markets
will
made.
be
with
connected
knows that the attempt
to current eiperatlons
ly, says without qualifications, that
He knows that Arizona will be elimin- the Japanese loan and the prepara- the saloons of Albuquerque do just
ated from the statehood bill and New tions for another large Russian loan as much business as ever Sundays
Mexico left In if the friends of th demonstrates ttwt the world's money thouch only the rear doom are left
separate admission 'of this territory markets are at present unable to re open. The New Mexican calls at
are vigilant. So much a member of spond to any further large demands tentlon to the fact that four convlc
the congressional party told The Op- of this sort. In all such periods as tions have been made in San Juan
OPPOSITE CASTANEDA HOTEL
tic when he was here. You New Mex- iha nresent. legitimate business tie- county for Just such a sneaking evn
icans,, he said, ottRht to unite on a rnands Insist upon tho first consider sion of the law. and It will be re
separate statehood platform at once. at Ion." and speculative commitments membered that not long ago a La
Arizona has given sufficient' assur have to be set aside, or postponed Ve tran was convicted for the same
ances that she won't ask for any form This Is as it" should be, although the sort of offense. It is to be hoped
of statehood from next congress, consequences are ant to be uncom that' the forces of decency which at
The chance of New Mexico to get In fortable wherever,
overspeeulatlon last gained strength enough in Alwith Oklahoma and Indian Territory exists. Fortunately, the geuoral fi buquerque to porsuade the saloon
Weak men to make a pretense of obeying
is excellent. And Arizona Knows well nancial situation Is sound.
that If New Mexico is .admitted by spots could no doubt be exposed here the laws, will have power enough to
the present congress, that the next and there in the course of liquida close back as well as front doors.
.'
o
congress will not Keep out the only tion, but no great overdoing la like
territory that is left on the continent ly to be discovered so far as can be
If New Mexico can manage to get in ascertained through current develop
than
next year, Arizona will promptly fol ments. It Is extremely
Kansas City Livestock.
low, but If New Mexico falls In the no hints of unsoundness In our great
Kansas City, Cct. 23. Cattle reMore exclusive new models, more
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surance companies are undergoing In

jf providence iiihUu, but with the
mluUter in nady to pray i.ord. let
It be Iteisy." The CltUen 1 willing
to accept any kind of stuieluiod and
now t hat the-- separate statehood
intent U rapidly saining ground and
the beM outUxk fur the atly admission of the territory appears to be
by the separate, statihmi.i duor, It
may be expected that the Albuquer
will Jln with me
que aftcrn'wui
Mexico and advo
In
New
tig majority
cate a unlteu erruri to secure me nr
tulton of this territory.
n-- I
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Phone
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e
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Coorc Lumber Company

Sash, Doors, Builders' Hardware- Wall Paper
Glass, Paints, Varnishes, Brushes

1

Coal and Wood

corn phones
uo. og
FINE HOME MADE CANDIES

co. no

-

1--

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

x

fifty-fou-

Russo-Japanes- e

4
s

Her-rera-

SIMPKINS BR.OS.

BAGHARACH BROS.

-

Attractively Displaying
Fashions Latest Fancies

;

THE MARKETS

t

Cravenette Coats

New

Ladies'

Skirts

i

,

'

Tailor Made Suits

g

i

4

-

.'?"

Special Salo of
Mon's Suits

.'''.:'"'
-

$10.00 Suit

hard-finishe-

d

r--

double-breaste-

d

$10.00

.

Bacharach
Bros
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0
line of f:ne road wagons
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0
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Onoley's re posltory will be sold at
0
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good runabout
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0
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for the price of a cheap ouo.
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0
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Smoke the Elk.
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0
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Mail and Phone
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0
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T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
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For Rent Modern
house, 0
0 Orders Promptly Filled. Colorado and
0
F.
Ass't
FRANK
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JANUARY,
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very completely furnished. Call at 0
0
0
Distance 'Phone. No. 304.
National.
0
Paid
on
0
Time
0
Interest
Deposits
0
0
0
Women's f.'lt hoes and clippers to
0 WARING'S. 519 6th Street
0
0
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0
0
0
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where
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0
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Save
bring
by
you
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they
depositing
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your
The Las Vegas Ethnological club
LOCAL
of
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No
less
dollars
BRIEFS
ou
than
Interest
0
saved
two
dollar
0
come, "Every
paid
held a session at the residence of
Raynolds returned from the
all deposits of 15 and over.
0
0
Mrs. W. L Crockett last night. Ueorge
capital today.
0
0
!!. Klnkel wus elected to membership.
Shaw and wlfo were
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Hand-painte- d

Lon--

Bookkeeper A la1y In Chicago,
keeping hooks, would move to Las fx
Vegas, if h. could secure
position
nt reasonable wages. Addrtss T Op
tic.
9 $03

r

San Miguel National Bank
of Las Veas

A

re-

flye-roon-

D.

M.

i
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Vice-Presiden-
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Shots

Co.
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U

depths-receive-

d

$1,
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BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ar-

R,

Several names were proposed

rival

from Kansas City today.
Mr. and Mrs. C. v. Luchenbach
w:nt over to Santa Fe this afternoon.
Miss Tlbbels, who has been visit-

Gehrlng's for Teats.

and

will be voted on nt .a apeoa. meeting
Monday afternoon at 5 o'cIock at the
ofrice of Will C. Barnes. The club
has decided to use as it text In the
study of thi history of New Mexico,
Bancroft's New Mexico and Arizona.
Offers to loan volumes of this work
to the club will be cheerfully accepted. It Is the Intention to spend twenty minutes of each evening in the discussion of the text and to devote the
remainder of tne time to papers on

114

FOR SALE.
acre ranch Colfax county, New
Mexico, all .under feuce, over 20i)
acres under ditch, CO acres In alfalfa,
good garden, house, barn and corrals.
Ranch lfi' acres near the city. Wl'l
sell or exchange for city( property.
6 acres of land south of town unim
Will sell cheap.
proved.
f room modern house on Eighth
street. Beautiful lawn and stud'
special correlated suujects and dis- trees.
cussions. For the ncx. regular meetC room house on Eleventh street, 2
be
will
read
by
ing, special papers
lots, large, trees, good wash house and
.
Mrs. I. H. Rapp and Miss Eunice
barn.
Mrs. Rapp's subject U "The
FOR RENT.
Spain of Ferdinand and Isabella."
11 room house on the corner of Rail
Miss Tamme will discuss "The Early
Races of Mexico."
road avenue and National avenue.
4 room house on Railroad avenue.
Ladies' fine kid one strap sandals,
3 room furnished house on Galllnas
warranted not to rip. Sporleder Shoe avenue.
Co.
5 room furnished housa on Seventh
street.

Miss Pearl Barker left last night
ing nt Ojlia, his returned to the city. for Tncumcarl where she Is a teachAttorney Chas. A. Spiess returned er in the public school. She came
from his southern nip on No. 8 this home to attend the wedding of her
nernlng.
sister.
Thus. Tipton of Watrous, who was
The Elk Js there, call for it.
here on business returned home this
afternoon.
Dr. North wood Is in the city from
Mrs. Nixon and son of St. Ixuls Wagon Mound and will be present at
have arrived In Las Vegas to spend the medical society meeting at the
the winter.
offices of Doctors Shaw and Smith
Mr. mid Mrs. Frank Justice of New tonight
York, who were here :ast year, have Wanted A boy. Young & Plttenger.
returned to the city.
H. A. Shephard. t ravelins freight
,
C. Van Dyne, an engineer out Bf
and passenger agent oi the Alton,
was a smith bound passenger today. Glove, who has friends in Las Vegas,
The trains from the north brought passed through the city this afternoon
et least a dozen people who made on his way to Colorado Springs on a
inquiries for quarters for the winter. vacation.
J.lvs. Stevenson and druignter left
Hy Blouer's new cigar, the Elk, is a
this afternoon for their homo in Green
home
product.
Ray, Wis., niter a pleasaut visit in
School Board Meeting.
the city.
The report of the superintendent at Harris Real
Col. R. E. Twltchell, who bis been
D. T. White, now representing the
In Albuquerque on business connected the meeting of the board of education
Sprague-Warne- r
Grocery company of with the Caledonian Coal company last
613 DOUGLAS AVENUE.
night shoved that 778 pupils are
Chicago, came In from the south this suit, returned to Las Vegas
this enrolled I the Baca avenue and Dougafternoon.
las avenue buildings, an increase of
Dr. Jas. A. Rolls came down from morning.
seven over the enrollment of the
Watrous this afternoon to attend a
".e corresponding time last year. There
Cli'ra.flt
Imrorted
meeting of the Las Vegas medical so- Savings Bank store.
are sixty-ninpupils In the high
ciety tonight.
last year.
school against sixty-eigSoil Engineer T. C. Means of the
Mrs. H. U. Mudge, wife of the sec- The board gave instructions
that
of the Rock Island American
reclamation service and C. J. Scho- - ond
should be placed on
flags
fleld left on delayed Jo. 7 last night railroad, is the guest of Mrs. P. C. the Castle school and Douglas avenue
from El Paso.
Carpenter of this city and will visit buildings.
Elmer Veeder drove to his ranch here for several days. t
The matter of building a fence on
at Buena Vista this morning to look
Go to Gehrlng's for harness repair- the Main street side of the Douglas
ing. Harness made to order.
after his big apple crop.
avenue building was postponed on
Joshua S. Raynolds was an arrival
of fund
f
Glraldl'account
James D. O'Dell and Ph. E.
on No. 2 from Albuquerque yesterday
ordered paid
were
bills
A
of
number
In
this
afternoon. He left for the east this of Albuquerque spent the day
health cer
teachers'
and
the
required
city. : .
,
. ',;
morning on the flyei', .
tlflcates were filed.
METROPOLITAN CLUB. N. Y.
Ben Welller, the successful repre
to order at S. R.
framed
Pictures
"MiUioiitteV Club."
kid
sentative OI me
Misses' and children's
Dearths' the undertaker.
for
from
south
the
and
is
$2.00
back
shoes
at
The Pall and Winter Overcoat for
coiapany,
L. Lloyd of Springer, N. M., is in double sole pat. tip
a week's business visit.
Sporleder every day and Sunday wear, is 47
$2.25. stylish and neat.
the city today.
William White drove to Secundo
Shoe Co.
Inches long:, "boxy," has big bull
Romero's ranch this morning to purW. M. Lewis, undertaker and
dog lapels, long vent in back.
612 Lincoln Ave., both phones.
"The Chaperons" to be Seen Here.
chase some fine bucks which he will
It's called "THE WEST END"
;
One of, the ambitious musical com
add to his flock of sheep.
is labeled
end
Mrs. T. H. Fergusson, wife of the
edy offerings to visit this city which
O.
are:
Castaneda
the
at
Guests
came . up
it is said will set a pace that the enoperator at Canyonclto,
from the south this afternoon to visit Hamilton of Decatur, 111., J. L. Barr tire list will find it difficult to equal.
Alfred rjenjamin (?
of Denver, T. S. Van Slyck of El will soon be here. Isidore Witmark's
friends and do some shopping.
MAKERS ffi NEW YORK
T. B. Bassett, a mining engineer,! Paso, M. S. Mayse of Wellington, Kas., pretentious production of "The Chap
A.
s:
of
W.
W.
Kas.,
Hulton
'
Topcka,
in
properdeveloping
who is engaged
erons is announced ior presentation
Tlie make' (niarantcp, and ours, with every
Iwurinst the above lubfl.
ties in Mexico, passed through the Smith of Denver, Geo. a. O'Brien of at the opera house, Friday night. garment We
are exclusive agents here.
and
New York, J. C. McDonnell
back
on
his
way
afternoon
its
from
this
to
3.
and
November
city
judge
to the republic from an eastern trip. wife of Chicago.
past performances, one must accord
The gentleman is a brother of Mrs.
attraction a place in the very first
this
See our line of baby shoes, 1 to 5, rank.'
E. L. Browne and Mrs. Edward
"The Chaperons" has now been
Co.
50 cents. Sporleder Sh
a factor in the high class musical
this
and
Lm Vegas, New Mexico
For Sale Five room house, with field for three years, the duringcities
all
visited
time
has
larger
Naon
trees,
shade
nice
lawn,
bath,
tional avenue. A bargain. See N. B. one or more times. Its notable New
York run In competition with a dozen
Roseberry.
other attractions of the same class
Kid
G. H. Donart of Stillwater.,. O. T., Is easily placed it very near the. top in
a guest at the Optic hotel.
the matter of popularity. The company comes to this city with many
For Rent Three room house, fur of the original favorites and a big
J. T. Cornforth, president of the
nished. Call at Model restaurant, chorus of show girls and expert dan Alaska Short Line Railway and NaviRailroad avenue.
at
company, headquarters
cing divinities. Tne entire production, gation
A. W.
as
to
follows
writes
new
are
this
Seattle,
costumes
and
George W. Lewis of Cadoa, Colo., secenery
season. Tne piece is saici to over- Glfford, third vice president of the
Other New and Snappy Styles in Stock and F. de Nene of Columbus. O., are flow with tuneful
numbers and to American Mining congress:
stopping at the Central notel. ,
of comedy, My Dear Sir-I- t
installment
a
fresh
provide
V.
is with pleasure I notice the pro-For Rent One nice sunny room sizzling hot from the masterful pen
aress
of the American Mining con
'
STORE
1025
SHOE
of Frederic Rankin.
suitable for two. on car line:
COMMON SENSE
at El Paso. I received
avenue.
gress
meeting
New Block, 614 Douglas Ave. Douglas
a newspaper from Valdez,
Alaska,
Visiting Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Oustav Voelker ar- booming your cjty and the mining conZacarias Padtlla of San Raphael,
N. M., Is In the city on business.
rived In the city from St. Imla yes- gress. It will prove o' more value .10
terday afternoon. There is more of your city and the mining Ifttorests
interest in this announcement than than you have now any Idea pfj The
Boy wanted at Western Union Telon the surface. Mrs. Voelker holding of the. congress at Portland
appears
egraph Co.
was until a week ago today Miss proved of great value "to this northClara Louise 8tlfel, who spent the west country. More sales and saneiof
The Plata Trust and Savings bank greater part of two years in Las Ve- great magnitude have been made
enables women, clerks, mecnanlce and gas and numbers a large circle of Las
in mining properties than In five
others to accumulate a reserve that
i
her friends.
before the holding of the Portamong
Vegans
years
need.
of
In
times
will be available
Mr. Voelker and his bride made a land congress.
f4eYtf ffeft.
K!99
trip Into the south before coming to I met Wm. Catlbreath of Denver.
Las Vegas.
They, arrived here on He was at Portland, Seattle and other
Children's dresses and cloaks at No. 2 from El Paso at 4: 30 yesterday.
places a couple of weeks ago workA number of Las Vegas friends knew
Llpkey's cloak parlor.
Paso coning in the Interest of the
of the wedding and that the Itinerary gress. You may expect a large atBath phtnM 144.
A reduction of from II to $3 on all lay this way, but no one knew Just tendance from the north Pacific counready mades and this guarantees the when this city would be reached. Mr. try, but If a single man did not come
perfect fitting, too, at Llpkey's. op,), and Mrs. Voelker will remain here for you are receiving thousands of dolsome weeks at least
Duvall's.
lars of advertising and lots of praise
FOR RINT
from and through the press that will
house on Seventh
One
more
than Compensate your people for
street.
house on National.
One
Progress en Power House.
IFOR SALE
Work on the power house of fhe Las
One strictly modern house on
Vegas Light A Fuel company Is proSeventh street.
UtiO. A. FLEMING, Manager,
Fourth
on
house
rapidly and the building will
gressing
.One
be completed and ready
undoubtedly
street; large barn, four lots,
SALE FOUR
FOR
HAV6
WE
for
Improved.
occupancy by the first of the year
elegantly
HOUSES ALL FURNISHED READY
weather remains favorable.
if
the
house on Fourth
.
One
TO MOVE INTO, AT ROCK
of the stone walls of the
Part
street, large, handsome lawn.
TOM PRICES
t
house on Fourth
vOneVSroom
building are already twenty feet high
men are at work
and over thirty-fivstreet: very cheap; furnished
on the masonry and concrete foundaPhonest No. 450
Both
or unfurnished.
St.
and
6th
Avenue
Douglas
tions for the five big engines. The
foundations for the machinery are
Tarn-me-

10-3-

The HygeiL Ice

2C0

10-3-

Mad

PRICES
2,000 lbs. or more each delivery,
1,000 to 2 000 lbs.
500 to 1,000 lbs.
"
Less than 50 lbs.

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

d

10-6-

1

e

vice-preside-

4

?J

'

BiruDy-casieuruu-

n

McGuire & Webb

1
1

iiri WE BELIEVE
IN LETTING

Mi,

OUR
LIGHT SHINE

Ml

A

A generation ago it was considered
undignified for a financial institution
to advertise in any way. The best
of them do It now. The "Aetna," for
one, believes in spreading the gospel
What the "Aetna" is
of
doing for Las Vegas you may already
know. What it is doing for Its memIs the best in New Mexico
bers you can easily know by getting
a copy of our detailed annual report.
Will you not help increase the usethe Lowest in Las Vegas
fulness and productive energy of the
"Aetna" and incidentally help yourWe carry a full line of everything in
self to a good thing?
Meats. We dress oar Poultry at home
AETNA BUILDING ASSOCIATION
us a trial order.
Give
M.
West 8ide.
Us Vegas, N.

OUR DEEF

OUR. PIUCES

hl-c-

10-2- 6

r,

8-- 2

.

5

10-3- 0

Latest Blucher
0rt

THE HUB

brick house, good as new,
large comfortable rooms. Will sell
furnished or unfurnished at a sacrifice.
cash, the balance on long
time at low rate of interest.
Five-roo-

d a a OA a e

One-thir- d

J hit

Positively

EXPRESS AMD TRANSFER

' Calls

Aaorlllom Ssle

Address, D, THE OPTIO

promptly attended to at all
hours. Office in rear of Schaefer's
Pharmacy, 601 Sixth Sreet. Both
Phones 43.
Piano and Furniture Moving a Specialty

Parties going to the country will
consult their best interests by calling
at Clay & Rogers livery barn where
nice rigs at reasonable prices may al
ways be had.

El Dorado Hotel

11-3- 5

'Reopened Under
New Management

10-9- 8

Patent

RAILWAY PRESIDENT WRITES

Piccadilly Toe
Millitary Heel
Price

10-9- 7

$3.50

--

HEDGCOCK,

10-9- 6

FfcoPtoMco

10-10- 5

j3fWBf,9

lacs-the-

7

.

-

10-2-8

1

10-2- 8

COSKS!34S2

The Investment and Agency Corporation

,

BELDEN

TURNER.

FOR GALE

10-3- 0

.

C

:

25c per hundred
35c
50c
"
75c

BOTH PnONES. S37

Estate Co.

low-price-

from Pure) Distilled Wetter.

n

the outlay of energy made.
I notice many of our mining men
are going to Arizona and Mexico now,
so yon are receiving benefits before
the congress meets.
It 1b to be hoped you will have a
good display of your ores and other
products of the country, for It will
show up to Investors that you have
the rock that will pay to invest In.
The address by J. H. Richards at
conthe .Portland
gress was a masterly one. I think
nist? closing remarks, "with a little
change," will apply to the El Paso
congres- s"It will enable the people of this
QDsmtry to clasp with friendly hand
that which to the backbone of America's most energising and enduring
source of material wealth and the
ing.''
splnat column of our Industrial

Thoroatrtily Kenovtd and
Knrnlnhetl Throughout
Nwly
Htrtntl.T Kir-- t Ctaw nd Modyam-p- l
ern in it Appomtm-n- n
Ruom lu ConncUun.
.

I Mrs. J

B. STOUT

514 Grafcd Avenue.

'

'

O

DUCJGAU

Opera Hczco

Trans-Mississip-

roc
Of the Dainty Comedienne,

'

-

life-min-

Advise me what I can do to assist
I am yours until the end of the
congress.
Remember me kindly to the very
able delegation KI Paso sent to Portland. They found the hearts of all
our people. Their many virtues will
never be forgotton.
,
Very respectfully,
J. T. CORNFORTH.

4

..',1....- '-

V'i,

,

you.

In Paul Wllstach's Comedy
of the South

being made of solid concrete and a
stone rock crusher grinding tip large
rocks Is on the scene of operations
Select Company of Players,
for that purpose.
Original Complete Production and
The Immense
boilers have been
Accessories.
raised In position and are being walled
Evcrythin Carried Complete
up and the masons are now walling
Management of D. L. Williamson
up the furnaces with fire brick.
8even car loads of rails have been
I
shipped from St, Louis for the comPRICES. SQc 75c ana
pany and are expected to arrive in
this city In a day or two. The rails
are for the street line extension.
Seat Sale at E. O. Murphey's, Oct. 33

j

ut vioai

daily orris.

WEDNESDAY.

H5.

(CONDENSED STORJES OF HAPPENINGS IN THE TERRITORY

i

VARSITY GAMES
The University of New

ted.

This ha

been liuule nte'Hmry

Mel'o lull to avoid the annoyance of bothering

team him matfca ttrranniugii,! t for
several footbull gsmcs with various
territorial leveu for this seatum, and
It la expected will have a chance to
do nonio tall playing lwfure the
U over. IVe team will play the
States Indian
boy of the I'nttert
school at Sunta Fe next Saturday, and
If present plana materialize, a game
with the crack fleven from the Agricultural and Mechanleul college At
Meallla park will take place on the
Albuquerque grotinda on the following
Saturday. Guinea with the American
Lumber company team and the Inchoate Albuquerque eleven are expected to follow. The 'Vsralty Is putting In some hard dally practice and
expects to put up a flrat flans game
with the Indians next Saturday.
aeu-to-

n

ELKS WILL HAVE BUILDING
At the HK'cla meeting of the corporation of Santa Fe lodge No. 460,
It. P. O. Elka, held at the lodge rooms.
Santa Fe, Friday evening, the building of the opera house was thoroughly dlaciiHued, pro and con, and the
building is now an aaaured fact.
Chairman R. II. llanna appointed the
following committees: O. C. Wataon,
cahlrman; S. O. Cartwrlght, Frank
Owen, R. H. Hanna and Dr. J. A. Mas.
fie, on location, to report as soon as
possible. For revision and amend
nient to
of the corporation,
"Frank Owen, chairman:
Attorney-Oenera- l
Pilchard, O. Rlvenburg, A. u
Morrison, Jr., and Charles Ilnspel-math- .
The corporation then adjourned until the coming Friday evening.
s

Importers who have no
at the nillU. The card U a ncut
affair, and on It is printed the rules
thut the bearer luuat obucrve while
visiting the plant.
with

buai-nes-

ti

HUBER LANDS HORSc THIEF
Charles It. Huber of the New Mexico mounted police, has been In the
Ktitauclii valk-- on duty. While there

arrested Mlcario Torrea. near
charged with noise Mealing,
and Lee Longlno near Morlarty,
charged with hhhiiuU with Intent to
were taken before.
kill. Both men
JiiHtlce of the Peace Craig at Eatan-cland Torres was bound over for
preliminary hearing In the mim of
$200 which was furnished, and !ong-(nwaived preliminary examination
and furnished $250 bond to awult the
action of the grand jury.
h

POPULAR MAN
K. II Stewart, the new foreman of
the Santa Fe store house In Albuquerque, U now Installed lu his new position.
He wum for eleven )(uih in
charge of the Sunta Fe store house
at Topeku and was among the most
popular railway official located in
that city. Mr. Stewart has already
made, a great many friends among
the rullroad men and employes of the
More house.

W. J. Mcpherson, recently of Santtt
Fe, but now practicing luw in Denver, Colo., haa been elected first vice
president of the Young Men's Republican club of Colorado.

APPLE CR H
Apple picking Is under full it way at
Aztec and the orchards that did not
have worms enough to go around are
making their owners money. Spraying
Is the system for San Juan and several, large fruit growers have an
nounced their Intention to spray from
now on.
A spraying machine man
could do some business in that county
right now.

Hew to Cure Corns and Bunions,
First, soak the corn or bunion in
warm water to soften it: then pare
it down as closely as possible without drawing blood and apply Chamberlain's Pain Balm twice dally, rubbing vigorously for five minutes at
each application. A corn plaster
fhould be worn a few days to protect
li from the shoo. As a general liniment for sprains, bruises, lameness
and rheumatism, Pain Balm is unequalled. For sale by all druggists.

A GUARANTEED

At a meeting of the congregation of
the First Presbyterian church at sti
ver City, Rev. J. S, Pbllli-s- , of Vm
Synod of Minnesota, who ban hen
was
temporarily filling the pulpit,
cross cut at 470 feet. The company unanimously chosen as the perm inc tit
expects to commence shipments as pastor.
soon as the vein Is crossed.
Insomnia and Indigestion Cured.
Work on thet new Catholic church
"Last year I had a very sever
at Roy, Mora county, is progressing tack of Indigestion, I could not leunder the direction of Contractor
af night and suffered most excruMat- The strueture Is uelng built of ing pains for three hours after caii
stone and will be a stately edifice,
I was troubled this way for
meal,
,
about three months when I ue1
Plans to Gat Rich
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
are often frustrated by sudden break- Tablets, and received Immediate re
lief," says John Dixon, Tullninor-down, due to dyspepsia or constipation. Brace up and take Dr. King's Ontarlo.Canada. For sale by all
New Life Pills. They take out the
materials which are clogging your
energies, and give you a new tart.
The land lying between Dayton pnd
Cure headache and dizziness too. At West Dayton, in Eddy county, hin
all druggsts; 25c, guaranteed.
been surveyed and will be plattd
Into town lots. When this is done
Surrounded by her children and there will be no West
Duyton, th
with her husband, the Hon. Jose
town being known only as Dayton and
at her bedside, Mrs. Josetlta O.
Including both.
de Salazar, formerly of Santa Fe, and
well known 'hroughout northern New
Don't Borrow Trouble.
Mexico, passed away on Saturday afIs
It
a bud habit to borrow any
ternoon at 12:30 o'clock, a: the fam
bnt
the worst thing you can
thing,
Santly home at Santa Cruz, ncrtliein
is trouble. When
borrow,
possibly
ta Fe county, after man weeks' illand worn-ou- t
soret
sick,
weary
heavy,
ness with dropsy. She waa tigod al- by the pains and poisons of dyspepmost
years.
sia, bllliousness, Brlght's disease, and
slmiar internal disorders, don't' sit
down and brood over your symptoms,
Some Seasonable Advice.
It may be a piece of superfluous ad but fly for relief to Electric Bitters.
vice to urge people at this season of Hereon will find sure and permanent
.
forgerfulness of all your troubles,
the year to lay ln a 8upp)y of
and your body will not be burdened
al
It is
berlaln's Cough Remedy.
most sure to be needed before win- by a load of debt disease. At all
ter Is over, and much more prompt' druggists. Price 50c. Guaranteed.
and satisfactory results are obtained
The marriage is announced of Mifs
when taken as soon as a cold is con
tracted and before It has become set Grace Nettleton, daughter of M. C.
tled In the system, which can ouly be Nettleton of Albuquercfiie, and Roy
done by keeping the remedy at hand. Powers Smith at the former home of
This remedy is so widely known and the bride, at Clyde, O. The young
so altogether good that no one should
people will make their home in Dehesitate about buying it in prefer- troit for the winter.
ence to any other. It is for sale by
all druggists.

The Joe Dovlto company is doing
some good work In its copper property near Los Placltus. The main tunnel Is now in more than 100 feet and
it Is expected that the vein will be

CURE FOR PILES
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Pilea, Your druggist will return
money if PAZO OINTMENT fall to
cure you In 6 to 14 days. 60c.

-

Ta-foy-

Pro-greaa-

a

o

KILLED
Joe Pais, a resident of Llonltas, and
came
who has been working In
or
near
killed
seriously
being
very
Injured when he arrived in Bernalillo
Saturday night. Pala attempted to
alight from the train, No. 1, while It
aws going at a good rate of speed,
and still some distance from the sta
tion. He fell with great force, alongside the track only a few Inches from
the whls, and received severe
bruises about the head from the
ties and the rear car steps, he came
within a hair's breadth of going un
der the 'wheels and being , mangled.
Ills Injuries are quite painful.
NEARLY

CUTTING

AFFRAY

cutting affrsu toon place at
Revuelto Sunday, in which a
named Baca was seriously carved by another named Mares.
The
former went to Tucumcarl Monday
and
instigated
legal proceedings
against the latter, but later had the
case dismissed.
A

Mex-len-

n

.

buildHugh Murray, the
er, who has been in Jemez during the
past summer, has returned to the San
his
Antonio springs and
It Is
sheep dipping establishment.
understood that he has sold his interest in the Springs property to hU
nephew, W. H. Creer, of
well-know-

n

Sal-aza-

DESTROYED
The home of William Harler,

.

New Cure For Cancer,
All surface cancers are now known
to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
Salve.. Jas. Walters.of Duffleld, Va..
writes: "I had a cancer on my lip
for years, that seemed incurable, till
Bucklin's Arnica Salve healed it, and
now It is perfectly well." Guaranteed
I cure for cuts and burns.
25c at all

druggists.

com-pan-

y,

otherwise he will not be admit

$100 REWARD. $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all its stages, and
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional dlseaae, requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength
1y building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in
Its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any caso
ihat it falls to cure. Send for list" of
testimonials.
.
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo. 0.
Sold by all Druggists. 7!c.
Take Hair Family Pills for Co.

nstipation,

.

ment.'

WILLIAMSON-M'CUN-

E

Jesse J. Williamson and Miss Ide
J. McCune were united In marriage
noon today, the ceremony being
performed at the home of the bride's
brother, W. O. McCune at 505 West
Seventh street, by Rev. S. R. Twitty,
in the presence of only immediate
This anrelatives of the bride.
nouncement will come as a surprise
to a majority of the people of
Just at this time, although some
knew of the pians. Roswell Record.
Ros-wel- l,

SUMMONS
Bonn,
aged thirty years, died
Harry
at 6:30 o'clock Sunday evening at the
family home in the north part of AlbuDEATH

querque after a brief illness. The

Rf-iga-

re-

mains were taken In charge by
Borders who Is holding them
In
awaltinc advices from relatives
Coral, Mich. The deceased was In
the employ of the American Lumber
company. lie leaves a wne to mourn
his death.

J. W. Reagan. Mr. Reagan was in
the employ of the Southern Pacific
Railroad company as chief engineer
and Mr. Morris was employed by the
same company as purchasing agent
about
business affairs
Disputes
brought on hard feelings and on the
day in question Mr. Morris hunted
up Mr. Reagan and started a quarrel,
slapping Reagin In the face. At this
Reagan drew a revolver and shot
Morris, killing Mm almost Instantly.
Since that time Mr. Reagan has
been out on bond and the trial Is
now progressing. "Details leading up
to the killing will be brought out at
the trial which will no doubt consume
the remainder of the court session.
Attorneys Gortner, Rennehan, Rltter
and Pendleton represent Mr.
and District Attorney Read and Abbott & Abbott for the prosecution. ...i
The witnesses examined up to Wedout 'alleged
nesday night Hrought
facts as follows: Mr. Morris entered
the paloon in search of Mr. Reagan
on me evening oi jjeceimnr t ann
found him sittln.? watching a card

!
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The OPTIC'S
Sp e'cial Souvenir

get one while they last

ZZ Price 5c Each
The edition is replete with halftone
cuts and splendid write ups about every
thing concerning Las Vegas'Just what

vntir friends in the Past will want to
pet. Get them at this office or at the
News Stands.

Capps
geles,
Oakland, Calif. The groom is a pros
perous young business man of Oak'
land and he and his bride will make
that city their home.

1

one-ha-

U

wit-nessa- p

VOfldCIIC

The Optic'o Booh and
Jofo Beportimenti
Makes a specialty of everything

The big sixteen Page Souvenir edition
published by The Optic during the
recent Fair and Fall Festival is rapidly
Be sure and
becoming exhausted

Full of Magfc Meaning.
Miss Bessie Muir of Separ, N. M., are these lines from J. H. Simmons,
was married last week in Los An of Casey, la. Think what might viave
of resulted from his terrible cough if he
Calif., to Charles E.

had not taken the medicine about
which he writes: "I had a fearful
cough, that disturbed my night's rest.
I tried everything, but nothing would
relieve it, until I took Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
If you wish beautiful, clear, white and Colds, which completely cured
game.' Mr. Morris was not a freme."
use Red Cross Baw Blue.
Instantly, relieves and perclothes,
He asked Mr.
quenter of saloons.
cures an throat; and lung
manently
Mr.
to
outside.
step
Reagan
Reagan
prevents grip and pneudiseases,
went
who
Emma Matthews,
recently
replied that he had no business with
At
all druggists: guaranteed;
monia,
Morris who had Deen discharged onito Albuquerque from Wlnslow, Ariz 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
arrested and fined, in the Duke
charge of irregularities as purchasing w
agent, Mr. Morris then shinned Rea-- W. last weeK, ior assaulting om
J. P. Conner has made a valuable
gan in the face and started to take I A. D. Johnson with rocks and for strike of native copper four Voiiles
Tne liner as
hnlrt nf htm
Retimm rptrentori nnri Using Vile language.
north of GTorleta. Ore carries two
drew his revolver, shooting Morris sessed amounted to $10, which the ounces of gold and fonr ounces in sil,
through the third and fourth ribs. woman paid.
ver and runs about forty per cent copMorris stooJ erect e tw moments
per to the ton.
Sick headache is caused by a disand in a quiet tone of voice repeated
twice "You
," ordered condition of the stomach and
A Judicious Inquiry.
f
and almost instantly beennn uncon- is quickly cured by Chamberlain's
A
well
who
man
known
sale
Tablets.
Liver
For
and
Stomach
traveling
scious.
He spoke no further words.
visits the drug trade says he has ofall druggists.
The bullet tl.at did the deadly wo k by
ten heard druggists inquire of cusranged downward, loTi s In the
Norman H. Flledner, for several tomers who asked for a cough me
spinal column about two an
years a resident of Santa Fe, died at dlclne, whether it was wanted for a
ir hes below the poku of entry, evi- his home in
Cleveland, O., on the 14th child or for an adult, and if for a
dencing that Morris who vas a larg- of this month. During the time he child they almost invariably recommend Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
er mtn than Reagan, was leaning forspent in this territory he was employward when shot as if in the act of ed by the Pennsylvania Development The reason for this is that they know
there is no danger from It and that
taking hold of his opponent.
company in the capacity of civil
It always cures. There Is not thfc least
There were present in the saloon
in giving It, and for coughs,
danger
C.
E. McConnell,
Dr. Rosenthal,
colds and croup it is tmsnrpased. For
Oliver Jackson, George Griffin, J. C.
sale by all druggists.
Watt, Scott Morris, o. W. Reagan and 17
For Drunkenness, Opium
m
C. C. Sroufe.
.
Morohine an
At Santa Fe on the 10th Inst., Mrs.
O&er Drug Using
The prosecution claims It will be
Juliana Martinez of Trinidad, Colo.,
able to prove that the affair was
the Tobacco Habl who was
visiting Ramon Ortega, her
and Neurasthenia
brother-in-law- ,
premeditated and deliberate on tne
and who was bund and
Corres- THE KEEIT quite old, fell from the front
part of Mr. Reagan, but their
porch of
have not testified as the InINSTITUTE the Ortaga house and broke her back.
Strictly
dex goes to press.
She died in a few minutes.
Dwieht. !

JAMES REAGAN ON
TRIAL FOR 'MURDER

the company must first obtain a pass enterprise is beyond measure and the
ber, 1904, in a saloon at Farmington
from the general manager of the
originators deserve every encourage- Scott Morris was shot and killed by

r,

fifty-thro- e

Nothing so good as Red Cross Bag
Blue. Delights tho laundress. All gronear cers sell
2.
It
Dark Canyon Wells. Eddy county, was
destroyed by fire Saturday, just afer
Mrs. M. Warnack, mother of C. P.
dinner. Mr. Harler and sons were
of Tucumcarl, died at her
Warnaek
absent from home at the time, and
ranch
home
south of tnut town In
the house and contents were entirely
Interment
last week.
Quay
county
Is
consumed. The loss
not stated.
was made In Tucumcarl.
HOME

LOOKING FOR HIS WIFE
Julius Meyer, member of the mountSHEEP SOLD
ed police force of New Mexico, was
HEALTH SEEKER DIES
During the last week a large num- In town
first days of the week,
ber of sheep have been taken out of after nn the;
Mrs. Sophia Barlow, aged twenty- absence of several months.
the valley for feeding points after During the time that he has been two years, died Saturday afternoon,
which they will be sent to eastern
his wife became weary of wait- at her home. C03 Roma avenue, Albumarkets. As one buyer put It, the away,for him to
return and moved to querque, after a lingering illness. The
ing
range has been In such splendid condeceased came to Albuquerque about
Mr.
Meyer is thinking
Albuquerque.
dition that the lambs need very lit- of
from Richmond, Va., with
a
calling out the whole force of heryear ago
tle feeding before they are ready for
sister
and
husband, and was a
famnls
in
to
assist
locating
market. Sylvester Brothers of Monte ralgers
healthseeker.
soon.
is
successful
unless
he
ily,
Vista, Colo., W. J. Hapney of Ala- Estancla News.
mosa, Colo., Louis Trailer of Albuquerque are among the buyers. About OIL COMPANY PROGRESSING
eighty car loads of the fleecy animals
The Northwestern New Mexico Oil
were taken north this week. Estan-ci- a ft Gaa
company, an Aztec concern,
News.
will receive its incorporation papers
from Santa Fe this week and will be
CARD NECESSARY
ready for business soon. The inter(Aztec Index).
The management' of the American est taken In this project assures Its
The case of People vs. James W.
Lumber company at Albuquerque has success and the personnel of the dihas attracted unusu.il Interlaid down a new rule. It la, that any rectors Is of the highest. The great Reagan
In San Juan county. Briefly statest
one wishing to Inspect the plant of importance to the valley of such an
ed the case Is: On the 5th of Decem

J

OCT. 25.

in printing. We can print anything
from a postage stamp to a Diction-

ary. If darning needles, threshing
machines and air ships were handled in connection with modern
printing, the Optic would immediately install a supply ofthe goods
But to produce modern printing
requires new machinery,
types and skilled workmen.
There is individuality in Opticprint-in- g
and there has been no pains
spared in obtaining these necessaries to produce modern work.
A business house does not want
a nastv, unsightly letterhead, nor
does the visitor want a calling
card five years behind date.
Leave your order with the Optic,
and it will be printed correctly.
up-to-da-

te

uure

The Loose Leaf
Accounting System
Is Wo Lonrter an Innovation.
It is

recognized as an absolute necessity by all
progressive accountants, auditors, manufacturers, bankers, and business men generally

Tht Jont Improved Loose

Leaf Speciality
Compsny
are manufacturers of

The Best that Genius and Experience Can Produce
TTHEIR PERPETUAL LEDGER is the most powerful,
most dutable and lightest on the market It has
no sharp corners or edges that mar the desk. It
opens
and closes quicker than any other. Its
compactness
permits the writing surface, when in use, to lie closer to
the desk than any other binder. By its improved clamping and exoanding mechanism the round back always
remains in the center whether the book is used at its
maximum or minimum capacity of leaves, thus
giving it
a beautiful and symmetrical appearance. The binder
can
be nrmly locked on one or one thousand leaves, and one
or more leaves can be inserted or removed without disturbing the others.
Further information sent on application, or our representative will call and show you the goods.
.
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A WOMAN TO BE PRETTY

art Have l.asartaat aai Gleeey Heir.
Me

CATAM
tn.

cm-u-Itoua-

r.,.

..:..

"j

a.

I have
Itanud from
it
U only
that
rxMrlt'iire
long
hunters who ran be IiiihIihI to
of the habgive lU'iurute
Have aiicn ua are cou
its of any

rnfortiinauly

Mailer What Celer.
The ftneit contour of a female fact, (ha
,3
r?.Tanlwl pa nothing more serious than a tad coM or
.8tn"n
aweeteat smile of a female mouth, lutes
.
111 lamination fll 111., inn..
..
I
I
bin
Might
.;.....
aomethlng tf tha head la crowned with
' !.n.fact no on'y
cant hair. Scant and fulling hair. It
vexatioua ami troublesome disease, but a cow
It U
now known, la caused by
tlmt
..E..,.n.. i
a paraaita that plicated and dangerous tin
tmrrows into tha acalp to tha root of tha coja in the bead, but when the
which
are
off through the
thrown
poisons,
hair, where It aapa the vitality, The lit
u
u
ucvuiuca
"
tunbiiiuiiunai
irouuie
ijiwu,
tla white scales the germ throwa up In mat allects all
parU of the ImhIv. It ha more annovinur and disLniKtim ivmn.
burrowing are called dandruff. To cure toma than
any other disease. a There is a sickening and offensive
dandruff permanently, then, and to atop ffAtn ilia MuL'iviiii
discharge
.
.
m vunsimni
v..v
noise in tne ears, licatlacliea and paina
iiwvinii,
falling hair, that ger
muat be killed.
outing
Newbro'a Herplclde. an entirely new re. intheeyea are frequent, while filthy, tenacious matter drops back into the
ault of the chemical laboratory, den troy a throat requiring continual hawking and
and in certain stages ol tha
the dandruff germ, and. of courae, atopa disease the breath has an odor that ia "pitting,
offensive.
Catarrh is worse in
very
the falling hnlr. and preventa baldness, Winter, because the cold weather
closes the pores and glands, and the pois.
fold by leading drugglata. Bend lOo. in ona and
unhealthy vapors which should pass off that way are thrown back
tamps for aample to The Herplclde Co., on
the tender linings and tissues, causing the inflammation which starts
Detroit. Mich.
Til
L
II nil on It III.
...a IU. I..
UC BO
DCVltllliun
ED. 0. MURPHY,
bleod waa bad
sorbed by the blood. When the blood
fVfLT,l,JJW
I had addition a dreadful caae el
becomes diseased with this catarrhal and
tpaclal Agsnt.
Catarrh. Mr noae was atospad up, I
had headaches, rjnfineT Bofaee in say
matter all kinds of complications may eare
and felt want for work. I combe looked for. As the blood circumenced the uae of i. . . on the recomvvvTVrwvvTvfeTvvwevvveeev
mendation
of a friend, and in a abort
lates through the body the foul matit cured me eound and wait. It put
ter finds its way into the stomach, time
my blood in food condition
and I have
t
never had the
return of the
ruining the digestion and producing Catarrh
ainco that time.
chronic Dyspepsia, or Catarrh of the
0IO. D. CAKXj
No. 800 Zdvar It.
November 1st, Mrs. Mont N.
Ptomach. It also affects the K id
EvaaavtUa, lad.
Bladder and other members of the body, while the
Jtoss will re open the dining
general health is weak-eneroom ' formerly owned by
appetite lost and the patient feels despondent and half sick all the time.
Mrs. Anna Lamherton on
But worst of all, if the trouble is not checked the lungs become diseased from
the constant passage of poisoned blood through them,
Bridge street. Bent service
and Catarrh terminates
in Consumption, the most fatal of all diseases. You cannot get rid of
given. For rates ajtply on
by treating it with sprays, washes, inhalations, etc.. because
premises.
only
reach the membranes and tissues, while the real cause of the troublethey
is in the
blood.
These
relieve
MRS MONT N. ROSS
the annoying symptoms for a time, but the poison is
all the while getting a stronger bold
on the system and when they are left
Colo, Phone 191. Ilrldge St.
manifest itself in worse form than before. S. S. S. is the greatest of
all blood purifiers, and when it has cleansed the blood, this pure, rich stream
circulates through the body, carrying healthful properties to the diseased
.:
cA MimkrnH.H
at
thm jnfljm
Carta.
i Thn
.uu.vm
r
uisluuuviauca auuI tissues iinruin w tiichi. wie
tne
condition
of
cease,
cnarges
general
the system is strengthened, everyone
of the annoying and disgusting symptoms pass away, and the patient is left
1
rC
in perfect health. S. S. S. is the best
remedy for Catarrh. It goes right into
Colo Phone, No. 191
PURELY VEGETABLE. the blood and removes all effete matter
I

oailv orria
l

Browne & Manzanares Co
onoonno
wuolcgalc
r:c3L. UID13 jr;o fzlto

dtn-liaioii-

iui in! with lu

clniM',

are aharp, wary, knowing
rreaturea, and on motit (Mcaalona take
care to kwp iut of harm way. From
"A Vilf Hunt In Oklahoma." by Thto-dorKnoaevelt, In the Njveiuter
Coyutca

e

Sorlliiu r'a.

W. A. Wood Mowers
Cultivators
Sheep Shears
Reapers, Harvesters

. .

MRS.

BRYAN GIVES

$500

Tlnoiifih llitt Reneroiiliy and Interest
Mrs. William J. Hryun has in
Arlsona and ArUona girls, the nnlver
tilty of Arizona at Tucson, will secure
an endowment of $MiO, which U to be
used In aiding poor girls to at cur a
education.
A draft for $500 was received sev
eral months ago by Prenldent
from .Mr. flnd Mrs. Uryan, but
formal acceptance haa bet-- withheld
waa tionie doubt aa to whethas ilu-ier the nlft could bi legally accepted.
The matter waa refjred to Attorney
General Clark, who haa given his opin
ion that the gift can be accented.
This will be done and a formal note
of thanka will he tendered Mrs. Bryan
by the. unlventlty.
The money Is a ortlon of a fund
of $10,000 which was left to Mrs. Bryan by the late Mllo 8. Bennett of New
Haven, Conn., to be distributed
among various collegia as Mrs. Bryan
thoiiKht best. She decided to parcel
out the money in sums of $500, which
are to be Invested by the various
schoola or held In trust with the Interest to b used in maintaining schol
arships for poor girls who are seek
ing a college education.
Bil1 nto
n
nn.1
a 4t
Hon. William J. Bryan was admin
ease permanently, and at the same time builds up the entire system by its fine
of the Bennett estate, which
istrator
tonic effect. S. S. S. is a purely vegetable remedy
to the sys- was a very rich one. He was left
tem and a certain, reliable cure for Catarrh. Catarrh sufferers will find our
wid
free consulting department helpful in advising local treatment to be used $50,000 by Bennett, but Bennett's
courts
lower
in
ow
the
contested
and
with s. s. s.
won out. The case has been appeal
ed and Is now awaiting the judgment
of the supreme court of Connecticut.
THE HABITS
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New Dining Room

Horse Rakes
Wool Sacks
Bay Presses
and Binders

of Arnold Soap Always on Band

Complato Lln

On Railroad Track.

unlv-rtit-

Las Vegas, New Mexico

Hab-coc-

olia-btee-
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FURNISHED

Rooms

Mrs. Anna

We have the exclusive agency in Las
Vegas lor the famous Monarch Malleable Iron Range, the bel on earth.
Give this range your inspection and
you will use no other. Prices from

030 to

GEHIUNG. "Kisr
J.
Masonic Temple
Douglas Ave

:

a-

1

non-injurio-

Lambertson

TKisxxrrsKcmo co., atuwtm,

ROOSEVELT ON

HOTEL CLAIRE

ca

CT1

OF THE WQLF OF THE DESEJtf

SANTA PE. N. M.
.
Fir Proof, Eloctrlo Lighted,
Steam Hatted, Cantrally Uoeitau.
Bathe and Sanitary Plumbing

These southern coyotes or prairie
wolves are only about
tne
size of the big gray timber wolves of
the northern Rockies. They are too
small to meddle with full grown
horses and cattle, but pick up young
calves and kill sheep as well as
domesticated animal that they
can get at. The big wolves flee from
the neighborhood of anything like
close settlements, but coyotes hang
around the neighborhood of man much
more persistently. They show a foxlike cunning In catching rabbits, prairie dogs, gophers and the like. After
nightfall they are noisy, and their
melancholy wailing and yelling are familiar sounds to all who pass over
the plains. The young are brought
forth in holes in cut banks or similar

8crew Worm Culture.
Dr., C. F. Blacklngton has about a
tablespoonful of screw worms, In alcohol at the Socorro Drug & Supply
company's store, sayg the Chieftain.
All these worms were taken from a
man's nostrils "at one sitting." The
doctor says 'that this screw worm affliction is not so new as Is generally
supposed, for he remembers having
seen a number of such cases In the
army during the civil war.

SocnteK.

localities. , Within my own experience
I have known of the finding of but two
In one there was but a sinfamilies.
Throughout
of five cubs and one old anigle
family
Largc Sample Room for Commal, undoubtedly the mother; in the
mercial Man.
other case there were ten or twelve
American or European Plan.
cubs and two old 'females which apGEO. E. ELLIS,
parently shared the burrow or cave,
living in separate pockets. In
though
Owner.
and
Proprietor
neither case was any full grown male
coyote found in the neighborhood; as
regards these particular litters, the WIZARD
THE
father seemingly had nothing to do
Las
Works
with taking care of or supporting the
PLANT WORLD
family. I am not able to say whether
Foundry & Machine Shops
this was accidental or whether it is
a rule that only the mother lives with
Union Gasoline Engines, the
An Interesting analysis of the prin
and takes care of the litter; I have
Most Desirable Power.
statements
about
the
that have underlain the seem-inglheard
contrary
ciples
Stover Gasoline Engines for
from hunters who should know.
matter
magical
changes w rough t In
Running Printing Presses.
world
the
by Luther .Burbank,
plant
Grinding Mills, Pumping Outwha has recently attracted particular
fits, Wood Sawing, Electric
attention by his development of a
V
Light Plants, Laundries.
spineless cactus, is made in the cur
rent issue of the Cosmopolitan by Garrett P. Serviss. "The Burbank ex
o
periments,' says Mr. Serviss, "prove
handsome
Leather
A
Card
that the plant world Is plastic to
customers
to
ena
refer
amoni
t
you
human touch, and that we may shape
tha bast peopla of tha town. I guns- v
Case.
it at will, and the only marvel Is that
tea amuafseuon. Whan I ciaaa ana
Kka saw. Chargaa
looks
suit
It
a
man should have been so alow in re
prsaa
8r
Je
reasonabls. Giro no can.
Cat this ad oat and send to us
that he held a master hand
alizing
with Name and Address, and we
In the game of evolution." The writer
will send to you as soon as possiLast Vajaa. Now Mas
Brldg St.
touches briefly In passing on some of
ble. Address:
the achievements that have given Mr.
Burbank his reputation as the wizard
MULLEN & BLUETT
of the world of plants, and by which
and
CLOTHING CO.
Mr. Serviss declares he has done more
to change the forms of plant life than
First and Spring Straata
all the farmers, ' gardeners, horticulFinest Equipped Office in the '
ANGELES.
CAL.
LOS
X
ana quick
turists, florists and savants since the
Territory, wnue
funeral car. Oor prices are
Largest Dealers in Mtn's and
beginning of history. He refers es
Boy's ' Clothing, Furnishing
pecially to the f amouB "white black
Goods and Hats.
recently
berry," to the plum-coS. Side Plaza, Old Town
VJIIIov
brought to perfection, and to the new
species of walnuts, and He shows
how the results have been brought
about mainly by the application of the
and seprinciples of
T
LuVeaae Phone 111
lection.
The old idea of fixed species no
RC113T
Kills,
longer obtains, but the Darwinian
theory that change' can be effected
i J. P.. SMITH. Pre .
BRIDGE STREET
only as a result of long ages of deWholesale and Batail Dealer la
velopment has been exploded by this
investigator, who holds a rank in the
SPOUTING, ROOFING
of practical botany similar to
realm
TIN AND GALVANWHIAT l"C
Edison In the 'field of elecof
that
WORK.
IRON
IZED
FUEL DEALER
tricity. He has not only succeeded In
Hlfheat ?aah price
paid lor MllllnaT Wheal
A Trial Order Is Solicited producing varieties of fruits, flowers
Colorado 8eeU Wheat orfealelaBeakoa
and trees which has been done by
CKKIMLLOS
laavtoa n m
hundreds of his predecessors but he
Coal,
Notarial Settl.
hns succeeded In perfecting species
that differ so entirely from their plant
Cerrillos Soft
Coal,
Corporation Saata ancestors as to deserve the title
"new." He has not only made a
DUNCAN
Rubber Stampa
CHAFF) N
broader application of the science of
Corn
tree and plant and vegetable culture
LIVERY RIGS
than any of his predecessors, but,
SADDLE HORSES
like
Edison, has combined and correlHLvibber
ated the Intimate knowledge of natural forces acquired In his
.. 424 Grand Ave...
HarfofeafS aVaacf
Boardlno for Hones by Day or Month.
nature has made such ready
net Prnmttf
to his advances that his
response
NATIONAL AVE R
PHONE 77
achievements have seemed but little
short of marvelous.
Ctwsh
Mr.' Serviss suggests the necret of
Mr. Htirbank's success when he says
Cor. Twelfth and National 8ts.
that he is not afraid to use his ImaginWe Guarantee the Spots
ation, although he never loaes the disBack.
Come
will not
rnfntopn 1.1 Ihs fnr ZTtC.
tinction between what Is imaginative
v
...
Strictly fre?h ranch eggs, 30 cents and what Is real. He might be called
Vnr iinPdiinlp.l clothes rleaniutf arid
4m til mnriftj gkeica of i t i10 CMB7 i
rlveintf rend m yon work, both ladies per dozf-na plant psychologist, so intimate has
frrt'pr,ra
Hn to riecura
Portieres and lace
niiRolino, 30 cents a gallon.
and tretttlemon.
become his acquaintance with the mo15
lba
for tl.
Sugar,
e,urtainsapecifilty. (Joon returneo
tives underlying plant action. Mr.
Swret not a toes. 4 nounda lor 2.c.
promptly V. O. V. uotn cuy pnoues
shows that many of his exServiss
ion.
connect
distance
lontf
with
P. V. Maple ayrtip, per qu.irt 40c,
2(W-2
periments have been based upon the
- lw a a w n m tl
rinps ncr half gallon 75c, ptr gallon 11.50
Colorado Phone. Red
ra
fact
that the kingdom of plants has
Automatic Pbone (5.
We are open every night ia tha week
stored
up Innumerable impressions deon
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and
until t
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MERCHANTS
Wool. Hides and Pelts a Specialty

Stamp Works)

L RICHMOND'S

CO.

WHOLESALE
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Investiga-tlnnsiiPn-
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(Incorporated)

Chops

WM. BAASCH

LOGAN
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GROSS. KELLY
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Corn and
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Screen Lump Soft
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cross-fertilizatio- n
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Deuglaa Avanua.
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TUCUMCARI

d

ments.

.

These Impressions have

pro-

duced hereditary tendencies which at
any time may be reawakened, and
which show their Impress in the
"sport s" which occasionally

make

their

appearance-o-

n

plants

which In all other respects discreetly
conform to the habits and traits of

their nearest of kin. Under ordinary
circumstances, a "sport" has but HttJe
chance, but, given favorable surroundings and Intelligent watchfulness,
those most fitted to survive will take
every opportunity that offers, and In
the end may become founders of new

ALBUQUERQUE

dynasties In the plant; kingdom. Such
are the new walnuts, both of which
are descendants of the same stock
the native Californlan black walnut.
But while the one Is noted for the
rapidity of Its growth and also for the
hardness of its wood, the other, whllo
not so wonderful for its timber, la
especially remarkable m a food pro
ditcer. Mr. Burbank Is said to be a
philosopher, and at heart a poet, but,
for lack of time, not a writer. In work
such as his the words count for very
little, while the deeds count tor a
great deal.

:eo you

swj jfrf

Intend buying a Iteming stovs
luteal buy iug a heating atovt Just Inmiim it's thwq
DO YOU INTEND buying a beating stovs that will at" coal?
Would you like a good, handsome heater that la guaranteed to g iIvs
rou aatlsfwtloiHu every rearwt.whlrb will wv fuel and wake
we can havs eel
nlcs, coy fcet. One which bat a good apjwarsnee and which
and all connected ready to atart the Are If tba latter we luvite your luanec
tlon of tbt largest Hue of beaten ever abown in Las Vegas.
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Las Vetfas, N. M.

Next Thursday, OCT. 26th, We Swing the Doors Open to a

PRETTY POLLY

MEADOyCITY BRIEFS

Tremendous Reduction in the Furniture Department.

Meeting of the city council tonight.

n imroBe"

"Polly

at

tomorrow night.

te opera

few Sum,

grown inch by inch, improving conditions, gaining the confidence of the people, and their efforts have been to gain
the good will of each and every man, woman and child that tepid inside the door,
Its career has been
The principles, courage, enterprise, energy and iron purpose of being worthy ofyour patronage has been rewarded. The appreciation that spells SUCCESS.
You have shown so much good will that this store deserves your utmost confidence, and now that these peohave
given us charge of their entire stock you may rest assured that it is our aim, regardless of cost, to move
ple
these goods into the homes of Las Vegas and surrounding country with prices beyond comprehension.

The llardwareman
-

in

This business is FORTY FEARS OTD this month, from a small and unpretentious beginning it has

LUDVIG WM.
Dridio Street. -

vrnw.

WAibT

LAS VIV.A

This whole house has caught the enthusiastic spirit of the occasion, and points of interest are falling thick and

"Hugh Carlisle" Is not so much of
house a "Man's man" at Lie end of the play
as, gt the beginning of it, he prides
himself on being. He Is all Polly

last

in every department.

There and Prices that Stagger you

Bargains HereMoney Savings
Among lis. where. To the hundreds that re f pond

lie Day

llT-lt-

--

liquid

1

a

SAL
E. CALLAHAN, Sale Manager.

IL.

It is natural to want the biggest
bunch the most for
money. But
in looking for the biggest bunch
don't fail to consider nuallty, quan
tlty, values and service as well as
price.
We get the biggest bunch, buy closest, take every fair advantage we
buy well to sell well.
We expect you to want the biggest bunchthe roost for your money
and you will always get the finest
quality, the largest quantity, the Very
best values and the most pleasing
service In short, the biggest bunch.

y

CD.

"
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Just received, a nice line of boy's
and children's overcoats at the Hub.
10-5- 4

A big feast was held today at Agua
Zarca, an anniversary celebration in
honor of the dead of Lorenzo Lopez.
Masses were held at the church and
many friends and relatives were pres.
ent-

rtlT

s

1-- 3

t3C3

-
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SPORLEDER

,

LOW RATES TO EL PASO

t3C3'

2

SHOE

v

COMPANY

8EAL8HIPT

has need of something that can
be found in our modern pharmacy.
Not only do we carry everything you could think of in the
way of drugs and family remedies, but a great many things
you never thought of in the way
of toilet articles, hair brushes
and face powders. We offer a
tfinelotof hot water bottles, etc

5,

s

2

f

''"if

racago

2

mous.

day.

ate

Women's White House Patent Kid, matt top,.
Goodyear welt Cuban beel lace shoe. B to
to 7, ugonu last
fJtCO-Women'Vlcl Kih Goodyear welt patent tip
to 8
military tteel lace shoe, B to E 3
Vassar last
$3CO-Women'Vlcl Kid patnt tip extension sole.
to 8, Clio tSCO
military beel, B to EE 2
Our "Louise Shoes" in Patent Kid Viol Kid and
Tan lace, S to 7, A to E
"Empress" in Vicl Kid, Blucher and lace, thebest wearing and fitting shoe made forth
to 8, A to E
money. 2
See our line of Ladies' $2.00 Shoes

BOUCHER

Tht New Mexico Coffee Roaster.

up-to-a-

FINE SHOES

jur

x

The play Is the story of a Washing
ton household with confederate leanings, haunted by fears that every
guest even Polly's admirer was a
spy for the federal authorities, and
abounds in stirring situations and
climaxes, lighted, all, with Polly's sub
tly reliBhable love entrlgues. Its ap
pearance at the Duncan opera bouse
on Oct. 26 will be the signal for s
great outpouring of the play loving
public of this city.
Seats now on sale.

.

1

non-nrin-

guest under her father's roof; but
Luther Wentworth received the then it is so
horribly selfltth for him
third degree at Chapman lodge last to be
a "man's man," and so awonly
'
i
night.
fully stuck up, as if women were not
good
enough for him, taat she Just
"has
bwn
A merchant's
llenne
won't have it so there; And she asVillan-uevof
to
Lucero
Pablo
granted
wit n a flashsails his
for twelve months.
ing battery of pretty wiles and seduca
Lost Gentleman's pocket liook con- tions, till he comes to think that
of
some
women
account
after
is
all,
retaining bills and checks. Liberal
and that Polly la of the most account
ward for return to The Optic office.
of all of them. The gay Polly too.
10127
falls before her own guns when she
discovers after she has broken down
of
have
cillsens
a
number
Quite
mailed Optic souvenirs, using three the barricade of his "man's heart"
and four centa for postage. Only two that he is a very captivating woman's
man after all, and that she has actualcents Is required.
ly fallen in love with him herself.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Moore drove out The silken cord of strategem, sur
to Mineral Hill yesterday where they prise, wile and perversity thrown
Mr. Moore around him tnai also enmesh her,
will spend the winter.
will be connected with the manage- bind Into a compact whole the in
cidents of the delightful breezy war
mill.
ment of the Adams-Dalplay that its author has named for
Chas. A. Spless, R. E. Twltchell and her. Miss Carol Arden will show the
B. C. Plttenger have been appointed theater goers of Las Vegas Just how
delegates from the Las Vegas Com- this clever girl achieved her pleas
mercial club to the International Min- ant conquest. Miss Arden is as win
ing congress which will convene In El some a Polly Primrose as was Ade
laide Thurston who made the part fa
Pnso Nov, 12.
The maximum temperature yesterday was S4 and the minimum 32 degrees, and the precipitation was .18
inches. The forecast of the weather
is fair and warmer tonight and Thurs-

OYSTERS.

' Y6ti are careful as to the source of
the Ice which is put Into your drinking water. But are you sure that
the ice which Is put into your oysters
enroute, is pure? Why not be on the
safe side and use the wholesome, appetizing Sealshipt Oysters? They
never come in contact with ice, but
are enclosed in a sanitary case of
white enamel which is sealed and surrounded by ice in. a Sealshipt Oyster
Carrier. 'J. H. Stearns, Grocer.

'3I1AEFOVQ OPERA IZOUC5 PHARMACY

George Buskirk has sold his inter-

On November 13th. 14th and 15th
on the Santa Fe will sell round trip tick-

est in the kontezuma restaurant
Lincoln avenue to his partner, Reuben
Phillips and In company with his
wife, left this afternoon for Los Angeles.

..;'

A decree of divorce was granted by
Judge Mills this morning to Lizzie
Beam, from her husband, E. E. Beam
of Union county. New Mexico. The

plaintiff charged her husband
cruelty and ill treatment.
Wanted
work.

A"

girl' for general house

Good wages.

street

with

Apply 1006 Sixth
10132,,
,.

'

The Jewish ladle of
city were
the entertainers at a pleasant card
narty and, dance which took place
last night at Rosenthal hall. Excel
lent music was furnished by Bleuer's
'
orchestra.
Light refreshments were
The
served.
priie winners at
euchre were Mrs. B. Danzlger and
Mrs. Jake Stern.
six-han- d

ets to El Paso at rate of $15.20,
which is one fare for the round trip.
Final return limit November 25, 1905,
but, br depositing ticket with joint
agent, on or before November 16th,
and payment of fee of 50 cents, an extension of return limit until Decern
ber 25. 1905, may be obtained.
Tickets for side trips to Mexico
points at low rates will je on. sale
at El Paso on November 19th and
20th. For full particulars Inquire at
ticket office, ;
' W, J. LUCAS, Agent,
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Arrested for Wife Beating.
0
Felipe Martinez, of this city, was 0
arrested yesterday on a warrant sworn 0
out by his wife, charging him with

rhones: Colorado

81;

lau::dry

Las Vegas
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Mix-
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Coats-N- eat
- --

READY-MAD-

dressy.

Most attractive for school or gener

al wear-$3- .50

to $8.

on Underwear. We know it
coine and see us before buying.

Can't beat us
can show you
'

0

M.

E

See Window Display.

GREENBERGER
...

OH H

M

E

For Proocrvlno. An

LAG VEOAS STEAM

wif

Eating."
But like many other old, 0
0 t
0
8V 0
plain things its true.
0
0
Our
Suits
are
0
Benjamin
0 &
are
what
you
just
looking x
a 00
for. Try them. The wear- - X
ing will prove their good S
Rsgular Ovsrcoavts, Blacks.Tans, Grays 0 a
$5 to $20.
quality.
2v 0
0
Stylish, Per- 0 0
Msn'sHaln
0 0
fect fitting Blacks, Grays and Fancy
0 000000000 0000000000000000000000
tures, $12,30 to $20.
0
and Dressy,
Msrv's Top
sty 1st and: make recommend them to any 0 JH00OUC3HmUlt00OIO0a)a0QUHS
LAS VEGAS EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS STORE
you can buy elsewbere- $13.50 to $16.50. 0
0
LADIES' CLOAKS
Young Man's Bsltsd Back or Plain 0
0
and
AND
newest
MISSES'
CHILDREN'S CLOAKS
cut
the
in
fashion,
Ovsrcoats.
OUTING FLANNELL GARMENTS
made by experts. Neat brown and gray 0 i
0on
to $1S.50.
mitures-$- 7.
DRESS SKIR.TS
0 Aifents for
Boy's Ovsrcoats, Sizes 9 tol6.
0
in
Overcoats
Russian
St. Marys Woolen Blankets I
Fellows
stripes 0
Little
checks and fancy overplaids. Snug and 0
O
Costs-Lo- ng,

If tlipy lo, send them to ns. We
sew btittons on sbirts and make
no extra charge. Special order
work 20 per cent extra.

ftps wi0

jj

Fined for Carrying Weapons.
Meputy Sheriff 8ena ' arrested
Remlgio Sllavar near this city this
morning for carrying concealed weapons, and It cost him the sum of fifty- nine dollars to be freed from the
clutches of the law. Slllvar wore
big six shooter In his belt when he
was arrested. He was taken before
Justice of Peace Otero and pleaded
guilty and was given the minimum
fins of flftv dollars and costs. Here
after he will probably wear a less ex
pensive ornament.

Shirts Need Buttons?

f( wf

Its a homely old adage
"The Proof of the Pud- -

Get your overcoat now get it here we have
right kind, at
the right price. No matter if yob are short or tall, fat or thin, we
can fit you. If you have a boy. w can fit him alto.
Man's Stylish Plain or Baltad Dack Overcoats in the new
shades and colorings, good fitting collar, well made shoulders, $7.00

r

O
D

3.

10-13- 1

Marriage licenses have been granted to Juan Ullbarrl and Sofia Duran
of Las Vegas, Evarlato Bustamante
and Castela Martinet of San Jose,
Guadalupe Quintana and Francises
Madrid of La Cueva, J. Felipe Baca,
Jr., and Tereslta Lucero of Las Ve
gas and to Jose Maria" Montoya of
flios Vlglles. N. M., and Antonla Bar.
assault and battery. He was brought
ela of Sibley, N. M. .
before Justice of Peace Otero and
was
given a hearing. The evidence
The Rev. R. A. Morley, the new
showed
that he came home Monday
pastor of the M. E. church here, will
in a trivial family quarrel
and
evening
this
Oak
arrive from
Park, Chicago,
week and will conduct the services of beat his wife unmercifully. The Jus
the church next Sunday. The gentle- tice bound him over to the grand Jury
man Who has traded places with Ue In the sum of 1250, in default, of which
Rev. A. C. (ieyer, Is said to be a he was taken to the county Jail. HI
of eloquence, a man of broad friends are arranging his bond so that
lreacli-a
tireless worker and a pleas he rimy be released from custody unculture,
ant gentleman. He conies to Las Ve-- til the grand Jury considers bis case
on account of the health of a but before he Is allowed his freedom
daughter. The Chicago papers speak he will be compelled to furnish a
in the highest terms of the clergyman. bond of $150 to keep the peace.

Do Your

Every-

we have made ample preparation to
Spend
sates people employed and an enlarged de- wait on the eager. buyers. Extra
.
.
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1
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t
f
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i
ll.. J"
g
ana
set ot
livery system win lacimaxe ine aispaicn 01 gooas. wixn ine assistance 01 tnis
clerks we are glad to say that this store and our entire service will be at your command.

All the tralna were on lime today. Primrose's man then. The vivacious
No. 1 came in two heavily laden
college girl has no particular Interest
in him, when she first meets him, a

Eopaclatty Ftno Lot,

20 lha. for 01.00

Special

j
01

100 LADIES' FLANNELETTE
HOUSE WRAPPERS

we

FOR 79 Cts.
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AGENT FOR STANDARD PATTERNS

HENRY LEVY. 517 6th
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GRAAF & HAYWARD 0
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